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Introduction

The TELSCAN project (TELematic Standards and Coordination of ATT systems in relation to elderly and disabled travellers) is part of the Transport Sector of the Telematics Applications Programme of DG XIII of the CEC (TR 1056). The project aims to ensure that the needs of elderly and disabled drivers and travellers are taken fully into account in the development and application of advanced transport telematics (ATT). ATT systems can very simply be defined as computerised or intelligent technology for transport, but people who could most benefit from their use are sometimes excluded from the design and evaluation process.

The TELSCAN Handbook of Design Guidelines recommends guidelines for designing systems so that they are easy to use by elderly and disabled drivers, using their own cars, or travellers, whether it be as a passenger in a car or in various modes of public transport. This is a living, working document and chapters of the Handbook will be enriched through TELSCAN testing and survey results over the course of the project.

Usability principles applicable to all systems are recommended, followed by general guidelines on controls, displays, training/documentation and other issues. Guidelines for telematic systems specifically for drivers are followed by guidelines for a selection of specific ATT systems. For some systems (e.g. in the case of Route Guidance) the TELSCAN guidelines are applied to existing guidelines to emphasise the importance of a design-for-all principle (See Appendices 4 and 5). For other systems (e.g., in the case of Adaptive Cruise Control) specific guidelines are suggested based on earlier simulator testing or road trials (Part 4C). Guidelines for systems in other modes of transport will continue to emerge from data capture and testing with the TELSCAN project. Readers will notice the changing nature of the entire Handbook on the World Wide Web over the life of the project as further guidelines are developed or tested. TELSCAN’s WWW address is: http://hermes.civil.auth.gr/telscan/telsc.html

The basis of this Handbook was first developed as a working draft by the CEC DRIVE II TELAID project (Telematic Applications for the Integration of Drivers with Special Needs) to provide design guidelines for the usability of in-vehicle systems by drivers with disabilities. Now in TELSCAN, TELAID has been joined by members of the EDDIT consortium (Elderly and Disabled Drivers Information Telematics). The Handbook, still very much in draft, has now been revised to include systems for elderly and disabled drivers and travellers. Our intention is to disseminate what guidelines we have early in the life of TELSCAN so that other projects can benefit, comment and contribute.

The earlier TELAID guidelines for Advanced Transport Telematic (ATT) systems evolved through a number of activities:
• **Field Study of Requirements of Drivers With Special Needs**
  The constraints, limitations and requirements of drivers with special needs were identified in a field study (Nicolle et al, 1992). The impairment groups included in the data collection were visual, reading, hearing, speech, lower limb, upper limb, upper and lower limb, upper body, sudden loss of control, and cognitive.

• **Identification of Design Issues**
  From the problems experienced by drivers with special needs, design issues were identified which need to be considered in the design of in-vehicle systems.

• **Simulator testing**
  Simulator testing within the TELAID project with drivers having upper and/or lower limb disabilities helped to verify or modify some existing guidelines or to develop new ones. (See Appendix 3 for a short description of the tests.)

• **Survey of Existing Guidelines**
  A survey of existing guidelines and standards which may be relevant to vehicles, ATT systems, and drivers with special needs concluded that:

  There are large gaps in knowledge. To fill the holes, further testing is required before new guidelines, or improvements to existing guidelines, can be recommended, which will include the wide ranging and often changing requirements of elderly and disabled drivers and travellers.

TELSSCAN is helping to fill these gaps, through complementary testing within the Transport Telematics projects of the 4th Framework Programme.

A multitude of guidelines constitute good design practice and are equally relevant for all travellers regardless of age or any disability. This Handbook does not attempt to repeat all those guidelines on usability from other sources which are equally acceptable to design for travellers with special needs. However, it does highlight those design issues which are particularly important to certain user groups. In such cases, these user groups are noted and examples given to emphasise this need for careful design. The Handbook also points designers towards sources of general guidelines, where appropriate.

Some of the Handbook guidelines recommend testing with particular user groups (e.g. people with visual impairments) to verify appropriate system configurations (e.g. display text size). It is beyond the scope of this version of the Handbook to prescribe specific testing procedures, but during the course of the TELSCAN project, test methodologies and test tools will be compiled or developed to fill this gap. Subsequent versions of the Handbook will make these available.
Aim of the TELSCAN Handbook

The aim of the TELSCAN Handbook is to raise awareness within the ATT design industries of the need to include elderly and disabled people in the design and evaluation process. Accessibility to systems for drivers and travellers should be considered early in the design process, just as much as other features such as the need for security, communications capabilities, and low maintenance costs (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

Ideally telematic systems should be designed from the very beginning to be usable by everyone. However, the wide ranging and diverse characteristics of elderly and disabled people may make this impractical. A key recommendation is, therefore, that systems should be flexible enough and easy to adapt to individual user requirements (e.g., see Guideline 2A.4 in Part 2, Usability Principles and Code of Good Practice).

The TELSCAN Handbook of Guidelines will help to ensure that the needs of elderly and disabled people are considered. Following the guidelines, however, will not in itself guarantee a perfect system. User testing must always be done, following an evaluation methodology which will include different impairment groups who may be likely to use the system.

Who is this Handbook for?

The TELSCAN Handbook serves five purposes:

i) System manufacturers can use the Handbook as a guide in the design and development process.

ii) System manufacturers can use the Handbook as a checklist during the evaluation process, in order to accommodate elderly and disabled drivers and travellers.

iii) Car adaptation manufacturers can use the Handbook to help ensure that a particular ATT system is installed so that it is usable by a particular traveller with special needs and compatible with other car adaptations for that particular driver.

iv) Human-factors experts will find the Handbook useful for evaluating systems for drivers and travellers against criteria for Human-Computer Interaction.

v) Researchers and standards bodies can use the Handbook to identify areas where knowledge or standards exist and those areas where further research is required.
In each case, users of the TELSCAN Handbook will come closer to achieving usability of ATT systems not only for older or disabled travellers, but for everybody by following the design-for-all principle.

**How were the guidelines selected?**

Some guidelines for the design of ATT systems exist already and some are under development, although they are not aimed specifically for elderly and disabled people. There are also guidelines for other applications that could be useful in this area, for example, guidelines for computer accessibility by disabled and elderly people (e.g., Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993; Vanderheiden, 1992), or standards for equipment use in an office environment (e.g., ISO 9241, and EEC 90/270). However, due to the complexity of the travelling task and a changing environment whilst travelling, it is not easy to apply these guidelines to systems for travellers without some interpretation being necessary.

With reference to guidelines such as the Nordic Guidelines for Computer Accessibility (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993), we wish to emphasise that these guidelines were developed with a view to be used for traditional PC applications in offices, schools, and homes, etc. The Nordic Committee on Disability do not, therefore, take responsibility for the applicability of the requirements in other environments such as vehicles. TELSCAN assumes such responsibility, recognising that such guidelines serve as a helpful starting point to our work and indicate where further testing may be required.

References are provided at the end of the Handbook for existing guidelines that are relevant to elderly and disabled drivers and travellers. Some of the TELSCAN guidelines are suggested based specifically on TELAID’s simulator testing with drivers with disabilities and EDDIT’s testing of systems with elderly drivers (for a description of these tests, see Appendix 3).

The Handbook will be regularly updated through extensive literature reviews and with the results of the simulator and road trials of systems and guidelines within the Transport Telematics projects and specifically within the TELSCAN project.

**How are the guidelines structured?**

In this version of the TELSCAN Handbook, the vast majority of the guidelines are applicable to all systems for elderly and disabled drivers and travellers, since up until now there has been very little testing with specific systems with these user groups. Currently the Handbook consists of seven parts, although some sections are still in their early stages.

**Part 1. Overview of User Requirements for Elderly and Disabled Drivers and Travellers**
This section presents a summary of results from TELSCAN's recent data capture activities, published as Deliverable 3.1, Inventory of ATT System Requirements for Elderly and Disabled Drivers and Travellers (Nicolle, et al., March 1997).

**Part 2. Usability Principles and Code of Good Practice**

This section discusses the concepts of usability and user-centred design and their application to designing for elderly and disabled travellers. Remember that adherence to these principles constitutes good design for all users.

**Part 3. Guidelines for All Telematic Systems**

This section specifies guidelines which are applicable to all telematic systems for elderly and disabled drivers and travellers, whether by car or by public transport, with regard to controls, displays, training/documentation, and other important issues.
Part 4. Guidelines for Telematic Systems for Drivers
This section begins with some general guidelines for systems for drivers, and then covers controls, displays and other important issues. Application-specific guidelines are then presented - as far as is possible at this stage in the project - for Route Guidance and Navigation Systems, Adaptive Cruise Control Systems, Collision Avoidance Systems, Reversing and Parking Aids, and Travel and Traffic Information Systems.

In the case of 4B Route Guidance and Navigation Systems and 4D Collision Avoidance Systems, we apply the more general TELSCAN guidelines in Parts 2, 3 and 4A to existing guidelines produced by the DRIVE II HARDIE project (Ross et al., 1996). This process - found in Appendices 4 and 5 - illustrates how the TELSCAN guidelines can be more widely applied to specific systems and how it can readily be used with guidelines for systems other than those included in this Handbook. The remaining chapters of the HARDIE Design Guidelines Handbook (covering Traffic and Road Information, Autonomous Intelligent Cruise Control and Variable Message Signs) will be reviewed over the course of TELSCAN.

With respect to 4C Adaptive Cruise Control and 4E Reversing and Parking Aids, guidelines are suggested based on testing during the TELAID and EDDIT projects. As more testing is conducted within the 4th Framework Programme and specifically within the TELSCAN project, a more comprehensive compendium of guidelines will be generated so that systems are more usable by elderly and disabled drivers and travellers.

Part 5. Guidelines for Telematic Systems for Travellers
Guidelines for travel and traffic information systems for drivers are emerging from the literature review which is now in progress. This section will be extended over the course of TELSCAN, following review of existing systems and guidelines and relevant testing for systems used in different modes of public transport, eg bus/tram, metro/train, ship and airplane.

Part 6. Multi / Cross Modal Interaction
This section begins to introduce key issues concerning multi- or cross-modal interaction, that is, using more than one type of transport or moving between vehicles (e.g., driving by car to a train station) to complete a journey from point of origin to destination.

Part 7. References and Bibliography
This section provides references and additional sources, including guidelines/standards for in-vehicle systems and systems for travellers, examples of guidelines/standards for computer/product accessibility by disabled and elderly people, and examples of office environment or equipment guidelines/standards that might be applicable to travellers.

Appendices
Appendix 1 describes some of the common car adaptations used by drivers with disabilities which are referred to in the Handbook, whilst Appendix 2
provides a brief description of specific ATT systems for drivers and travellers. Appendix 3 gives a summary of earlier simulator testing and field trials held during the TELAID and EDDIT projects, and will be regularly updated with the results of TELSCAN. Appendix 4 and Appendix 5 apply the TELSCAN guidelines to the guidelines on information presentation for route guidance and navigation systems and collision avoidance systems, respectively, from the DRIVE II HARDIE Project V2008 (Ross et al., 1996). We hope these will prove helpful examples of how the TELSCAN guidelines can be more widely applied to specific systems or existing guidelines.

How to use the TELSCAN Handbook

All users of this TELSCAN Handbook should be familiar with the guidelines in Parts 2 and 3, as they relate to all systems and of course will constitute good design for all users. Parts 4 and 5 will point the reader to guidelines for specific types of systems for drivers or travellers. If the specific system that you are designing is not already found in Part 4 or 5, the examples given may prompt questions and the need for advice on your application area.

The TELSCAN Handbook of Design Guidelines for Usability of Systems by Elderly and Disabled Drivers and Travellers fills many of the gaps in current general guidelines. It will be further developed through TELSCAN’s empirical evaluation of other guidelines and system prototypes, so please visit us on the World Wide Web for regular updates at the address given below. At the end of the project, the Handbook will also be available in diskette, CD Rom and hard copy.

Inclusion of travellers with physical, perceptual and cognitive impairments in the design, development and evaluation of ATT systems will make the use of such systems safer for everyone. And remember that “designing for all” will make YOUR travelling easier in the year 2030!

To help us develop the guidelines further, please contact us with your questions and comments:

Dr. A. Naniopoulos (Project Coordinator)
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
School of Technology
Transport Engineering Laboratory
54006 Thessaloniki, Greece
Tel: +30 31 991560/992636
Fax: +30 31 991564/262784
Email: telis@vergina.eng.auth.gr
TELSCAN WWW address: http://hermes.civil.auth.gr/telscan/telsc.html

or

Colette Nicolle (Editor of the Handbook)
The HUSAT Research Institute
Disclaimer:
This Handbook presents the results of a careful collation of available evidence regarding guidelines for the design of ATT systems to ensure their usability by elderly and disabled travellers. Nevertheless, neither the TELSCAN project partners, nor the institutions of the European Union, nor the authors whose work is quoted accept any responsibility for any use which may be made of the material contained herein.
Part 1. Overview of User Requirements for Elderly and Disabled Drivers and Travellers

This section presents an overview of the user requirements identified in TELSCAN's recent data capture activities, published as Deliverable 3.1, Inventory of ATT System Requirements for Elderly and Disabled Drivers and Travellers (Nicolle, et al., March 1997). The main objectives of this work were:

- To develop an assessment method to identify the needs of elderly and disabled (E&D) travellers, and
- To identify and update the user requirements of E&D drivers and travellers, particularly in relation to Advanced Transport Telematic (ATT) systems

One of the results of our investigation is a summary of the requirements of elderly and disabled travellers using different modes of transport, including private cars (integrating the results of TELAID and EDDIT), buses/trams, metros/trains, ships and airplanes. Data was collected through individual interviews, focus groups and observations with experts and travellers having a range of impairments, including:

- Skeletal - Motion of lower limbs
- Vision
- Hearing
- Language and Speech (Communication)
- Intellectual/Psychological/Cognitive
- Elderly

TELSCAN follows a functional classification of impairments, based on the International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities and Handicaps (World Health Organisation, 1993). With this focus, we can see that the same types of problems would be identified, for example, for a person with an impairment in the lower limbs, whether caused by an accident as a child or arthritis in old age. With such a functional classification, it is clear that elderly people should not form a separate group for data capture or analysis. However, the requirements of an elderly person with mobility problems can be very different from a young wheelchair user, both in the type of assistance required and whether or not it is even thought necessary. For this reason, TELSCAN included further investigation specifically on the needs of elderly travellers, covering a gradual deterioration of physical, perceptual, and cognitive abilities.

TELSCAN Deliverable 3.1 provides a generic user requirements specification, summarised below, which can guide the design of all transport telematics systems. Our data collection methods, tools and techniques, including the E&D Functional Classification and Definition of the Travelling Task, are available to other projects to capture a more detailed definition of user requirements for their own specific application area or system. These tools will also be integrated within future versions of this Handbook.
1.1 Car/van

A matching of requirements for disabled (from TELAID) and older (EDDIT) drivers provided the majority of the results for this mode of transport. A comprehensive set of requirements can be found in Deliverable 3 of the TELAID project (Nicolle et al., 1992) and the Final Report of the EDDIT project (Oxley and Mitchell, 1995). The following emphasises the key points from these deliverables, and from further findings from the TELSCAN data capture specifically in relation to telematic systems.

**Skeletal - Motion of lower limbs**
Travellers with mobility-related impairments experience a number of problems in driving cars/vans, which are relevant to ATT systems, for example:-

- Trip planning - obtaining relevant information, turning pages of maps
- Toll collection - passing money through windows at toll plazas
- Primary vehicle control - turning body when viewing gaps in traffic (particularly when entering traffic, e.g. T-junctions)
- Secondary controls - finding, reaching, overload on limbs and residual mental capacity
- Vehicle maintenance - paying for fuel
- Trip information - overload on residual mental capacity, looking for information to side of road
- Parking - turning body to look behind, using ticket machines

Navigation systems/travel and traffic information systems have the potential to benefit drivers in many of these tasks. Gap acceptance systems, speech recognition systems and parking aids may also be useful to drivers within this impairment group. The use of smart cards may enable disabled people to pay tolls, fuel costs and parking fees without getting out of the vehicle.

**Vision**
People with severe visual impairments cannot/are not permitted to drive. However, there are several forms of visual impairment which are permissible (e.g. reduced visual acuity, colour blindness, glare sensitivity). The visually-impaired driver subsequently has problems in the following areas:-

- Trip planning - understanding colour coding for maps
- Secondary controls - finding controls, particularly when driving at night
- Navigation tasks - seeing road signs/street names, estimating distances
- Judging gaps and viewing indicators (most important when entering/leaving traffic and overtaking other vehicles)
- Driving in poor weather conditions (fog, heavy rain, snow etc.)
- Parking - estimating gaps between objects

A number of different ATT systems may aid in visual-related elements of the driving task, and thus aid the visually-impaired driver, e.g. in-vehicle navigation, gap acceptance, speech recognition, collision avoidance, parking aids, and vision-enhancement. However, visual accommodation between an
in-vehicle display and the road ahead may cause problems for drivers with some of these systems.
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Hearing/Language and Speech

Drivers in this impairment group experience numerous difficulties which are relevant to ATT systems, for example:-

- Trip planning - reading any text within travel information sources
- Hearing information relevant to the driving task (e.g. engine noise, indicators, warnings, other traffic)
- Navigation tasks - reading road signs, hearing directions from passenger
- Obtaining up-to-date traffic/weather information (e.g. radio)
- Using emergency phones, particularly on motorways

ATT systems such as in-vehicle navigation, travel and traffic information, tactile feedback and emergency alert will be of assistance to drivers within this impairment group, if the interfaces are designed appropriately.

Intellectual/Psychological/Cognitive

The limitations that drivers with cognitive impairments have in general information processing and memory functions have a number of implications for aspects of the driving task, for example, use of complex spatial information (e.g. a map), reacting to the sudden appearance of hazards, driving over bridges and/or through tunnels (due to phobias), estimation of the speeds/distances of the surrounding traffic, navigating in an unknown area, lining up car with kerb when parking. Well-designed, easy-to-use ATT systems have the potential to aid drivers within this impairment group, for example in-vehicle navigation, collision avoidance and parking aids.

Elderly

Elderly drivers experience many of the same problems encountered by individuals within the other impairment groups. For example, in using maps, entering and leaving traffic, driving in poor weather conditions, finding their way in unknown areas, locating secondary controls (particularly at night), looking behind and estimating gaps when parking and using phones in the event of emergency/breakdown. Various ATT systems have the potential to help the older driver, for example in-vehicle navigation, gap-acceptance, vision-enhancement, speech recognition, parking aids and emergency alert.

1.2 Bus/Tram

Skeletal - Motion of lower limbs

For this mode of transport, travellers with mobility-related impairments experience greatest difficulties in entering and exiting from the bus/tram. As was found to be the case for most modes of transport in relation to this impairment group, ATT systems do not offer relevant solutions for such access problems, and current practices generally suffice or should be further extended, for example low-floor entrances/exits. ATT could assist by ensuring that relevant information on accessibility, etc., is available to make decisions, eg in trip planning.

Vision
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Travellers with visual impairments experience numerous difficulties when using buses and/or trams. Timetables (whether on paper or at a stop) often utilise very small text, and it may be difficult to identify whether the desired bus/tram has arrived at a particular stop. ATT systems which utilise a speech input/output interface are of greatest relevance to this group and already exist in some countries.

Hearing/Language and Speech
Travellers with hearing, language or speech-related impairments encounter numerous difficulties in planning a bus/tram journey and buying a ticket. Furthermore, dealing with changes in the bus/tram schedule can be a particular problem, as they are usually through auditory announcements. ATT systems which employ spatial forms of communication (e.g. symbols, icons) will be of greatest relevance to this group and are under development within the current Telematics Application Programme.

Intellectual/Psychological/Cognitive
As a result of the numerous limitations that travellers with cognitive impairments possess (e.g. information processing and memory functions), the use of all modes of transport can be particularly difficult. With respect to buses/trams, individuals can encounter specific problems in various aspects of:-
- trip planning (e.g. deciding when to travel, what bus/tram changes are required, understanding timetables),
- ticketing (e.g. using machines, communicating with the driver),
- access (e.g. locating correct stop and incoming bus) and
- trip information (e.g. identifying the correct stop, dealing with changes in the bus/tram schedule).

A number of ATT systems under development are being designed to aid in alleviating such problems (e.g. computer-based trip planning systems, hand-held information systems, smart card payments).

Elderly
Many of the problems that elderly travellers face when using buses/trams are also encountered by individuals with specific impairments, notably skeletal (lower limbs), vision and/or cognitive. For example, difficulties arise when planning a trip, using ticket machines, reading timetables, identifying the stop and incoming bus/tram and entering and exiting the bus/tram. Elderly people also encounter some particular problems - travelling to and from the stop, waiting at stops and coping with bus/tram movements during the journey. Modifications to vehicles and the road environment are the only feasible solutions to some of the above problems. However, various ATT systems have the potential to aid elderly people in other aspects of the travelling task, for example, trip planning systems, smart card payments and information systems at the bus/tram stop and on the bus.

1.3 Metro/Train
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Skeletal - Motion of lower limbs
Travellers with mobility impairments experience many of the same difficulties when using this mode of transport as they do with buses/trams, e.g. entering and exiting the metro/train. In addition, such individuals encounter problems in manoeuvering their wheelchairs within the metro/train to access, for example, toilet and restaurant facilities. As a general point, there appears to be a lack of awareness of existing support systems and also the potential of ATT - this is the case for all impairment groups. As for buses and trams, ATT systems have little potential to alleviate access problems for this impairment group, but could assist in other aspects, eg through providing relevant information on accessible travel routes.

Vision
The visually impaired individual encounters many of the same problems for this mode of transport as for buses/trams, e.g. using timetables. In addition, differences in station environments (e.g. platform length, positioning of ticket machines/windows) and the design of metros/trains (e.g. number of steps, location of doors) can cause numerous problems, particularly when travelling on novel journeys. Standardisation of stations and metros/trains would be the most helpful solution for this group. ATT solutions are also feasible, for example trip planning systems that provide information regarding the layout of stations and metros/trains, and ticketing systems that utilise speech input/output.

Hearing/Language and Speech
Individuals from this group encounter many of the same difficulties for this mode of transport as for buses/trams, for example communicating with ticketing staff and other passengers and dealing with changes in the travel schedule. In addition, specific problems are experienced in hearing and comprehending announcements, both at stations (particularly during poor weather conditions) and whilst travelling on a metro/train. ATT systems which present complementary visual announcements at the station and on the metro/train would resolve such concerns. The use of symbols and icons would greatly increase the usability of such systems for this group.

Intellectual/Psychological/Cognitive
Travellers with cognitive impairments encounter most of the same difficulties in using metros and trains as they do for buses and trams, for example, deciding when to travel, what changes are required, using ticket machines, identifying the correct station and dealing with changes in the travel schedule. ATT systems under development (e.g. computer-based trip planning systems, hand-held information systems, smart card payments) will help to resolve such problems.

Elderly
Older travellers experience many of the same difficulties with this mode of transport as encountered for buses and trams and by other impairment groups, for example, planning a trip, reading timetables, using ticket machines, waiting on platforms, entering and exiting the bus/tram and
hearing announcements on the metro/train. ATT systems, such as trip planning systems, smart card payments and visually-based announcements will aid in alleviating some of these problems. A specific difficulty encountered by elderly people when using metros and trains concerns their wish to retain independence despite their need for help. Support where needed without accentuating ‘disabilities’ will assist these individuals.
1.4 Ship

**Skeletal - Motion of lower limbs**
No specific problems were identified during data collection for mobility-impaired travellers using ships. This was due to time constraints and the priority areas established by the travellers given their most significant and most frequent problems.

**Vision**
Visually-impaired travellers experience considerable difficulties in finding their way within the open plan layout of ships. Improved means of navigation (e.g. tactile signing) on ships would aid these individuals. ATT navigation systems may also be of assistance, although difficult to implement on a moving base such as a ship. Travellers with visual impairments are also fearful of falling overboard on ships - more secure and obvious perimeters to ship’s decks will reduce such concerns.

**Hearing/Language and Speech**
The majority of problems encountered by this group when making journeys by ship arise because verbal communication is required (e.g. when planning a trip, purchasing a ticket, seeking assistance). Hearing and comprehending announcements whilst on the ship can also be a problem, as can be dealing with changes in the regular travel schedule. Hand-held communication devices for use in planning and obtaining trip information (utilising symbols and icons) are examples of ATT systems that have the potential to aid this impairment group.

**Intellectual/Psychological/Cognitive**
Problems encountered in using ships by travellers with cognitive impairments are similar to those found for other modes of transport. For example, it can be difficult to make and summarise travel-related decisions such as departure and arrival time or understand instructions given by a ticket machine. Computer-based trip planning systems and improved means of purchasing a ticket (e.g. smart card automatic debiting) are examples of ATT systems which may aid this impairment group.

**Elderly**
Older travellers experience similar problems in using ships as do those with cognitive impairments, for example in trip planning and using existing ticket machines. Computer-based planning systems (either hand-held or accessible from home) and smart card payment systems could also aid the elderly traveller.

1.5 Airplane

**Skeletal - Motion of lower limbs**
Travellers with mobility-related impairments encounter specific difficulties in establishing the procedures and layout of airports prior to making the journey. Information systems accessible from home or at travel agents may help
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alleviate this problem, particularly if virtual reality technology is employed to provide ‘dry runs’. Individuals within this impairment group also experience difficulties in gaining access to toilets on the airplane - improved airplane design is the most likely solution to this problem.

For this mode of transport, problems are also experienced by the airport organisations themselves which affect travellers with a mobility impairment (and disabled and elderly people in general). For example, airports are often not informed as to an elderly or disabled person’s special needs, and subsequently staff cannot organise the most efficient assistance. Intelligent booking systems are a potential solution to this difficulty, so that impairment details are logged at the ticket purchase stage.

Vision
Visually-impaired travellers often experience problems in finding their way within airports and in finding toilets on the airplane. Sources of navigation information (e.g. tactile flooring, braille on signs) will help in these tasks, although it must be remembered that only a small minority of people with visual impairments can read braille. Portable navigation systems may also assist. Concerns also exist regarding procedures employed for emergency situations. For example, visual alarms warn that fire shutters are dropping in the airport, an illuminated strip is used on the airplane to indicate the location of emergency exits, and safety instructions cannot be read. Use of auditory and/or tonal information and braille safety instructions will assist the visually-impaired traveller in these situations.

Hearing/Language and Speech
Travellers within this group experience difficulties in trip planning and the purchasing of tickets, since verbal communication is often required. Computer-based planning systems and smart card-based ticketing systems are examples of ATT systems which will aid such individuals. Hearing and comprehending announcements on airplanes can also be a problem for this group, since most information is provided using the auditory modality - complementary visual information would ensure announcements are accessible.

Intellectual/ Psychological/Cognitive
Few specific problems were identified during data collection for cognitive-impaired travellers using airplanes. Disabled people with cognitive impairments often travel by airplane with friends/colleagues, thus eliminating any potential problems. This was found to a lesser extent with other impairment groups.

Elderly
Elderly people encounter a number of the same problems experienced by other impairment groups (e.g. finding way within the airport, accessing toilets on the airplane, hearing announcements). In addition, similar to mobility-impaired travellers, elderly people like to be sure of procedures at the airport prior to travel. Information systems accessible from home or at travel agents...
are a potential solution to this problem. Elderly travellers also experience problems in booking taxis in advance for when they return from a destination. A longer-term booking system or an easy-to-use, short-term booking system accessible from abroad is required.
Introduction

Usability is concerned with all aspects of a product or system with which a user may interact. This not only includes the hardware, such as the screen and controls of a system, but also the software user-interface in terms of the screen layout, ease of navigation, user support and error handling.

A definition of usability was first attempted by Miller (1971) in terms of measures of 'ease of use'. This has evolved towards a formal definition of usability by Shackel (1991):

'\textit{the capability, in human functional terms, to be used easily and effectively by the specified range of users, given specified training and user support, to fulfil the specified range of tasks, within the specified range of environmental scenarios}'.

This has now been simplified within the Esprit MUSiC (Bevan and Macleod, 1994) project and the International Standards Organisation (ISO 9241-11) to be:

'\textit{the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use}'.

The importance of these definitions is that they recognise that usability is not an intrinsic quality which is the same for all situations. The features that make a system usable will depend on the situation or context in which it is used. For example, a public information system will be judged as usable if it can be operated by travellers without extensive skills or experience with computers, and also by users who are disabled or elderly. A route guidance and navigation system is regarded as usable if destinations can be found effectively, efficiently and safely, while the usability of a collision avoidance system will focus on preventing the user making serious errors.

The importance and benefits of usability

Usability is now widely recognised as critical to the success of an interactive system (Shackel and Richardson, 1992; Eason, 1984; Whiteside et al, 1988; Nielsen, 1994). Many poorly designed and unusable systems exist, which users find difficult to learn and complicated to operate. This results in their becoming under used, misused or even to fall into disuse as frustrated users return to their original working, or travelling, methods. The outcome is costly, or dangerous, for the person or organisation using the system, and harmful to the reputation of the company who developed and supplied it.

There are a number of benefits in considering usability in the design of ATT systems for travellers. These are reflected in the quality of the user interface to the system (Maguire, 1997):
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- **Increased Efficiency.** A system designed to sound human factors principles and tailored to the users' preferences will allow the traveller to operate effectively and efficiently rather than lose vital time struggling with a poorly designed user interface, which for in-vehicle systems could be highly dangerous.

- **Improved Productivity.** A usable system will allow the user to concentrate on the travelling task, rather than the human-computer interface, arriving at his or her destination safely, with least effort and on time. If the interface is designed inappropriately, it can extend rather than reduce the time to perform a task, as well as directly affecting other aspects of performance or quality.

- **Reduced Errors.** A significant proportion of so-called ‘human errors’ can be attributed to a poorly designed user interface. Avoiding inconsistencies, ambiguities or other interface design faults will reduce user error.

- **Reduced Training.** A poorly designed user interface can prove a barrier to an otherwise technically sound system. A well designed interface can reinforce learning, thus reducing training time and effort.

- **Improved Acceptance.** This is not usually the primary objective in improving the interface, but is nevertheless an important outcome. Most users would rather use and would be more likely to trust a usable human-computer interface which provides the information in a format which is easy to assimilate and use.

To realise these benefits for elderly and disabled users requires consideration of their constraints and limitations in the design and evaluation process, and TELSCAN can help projects do this.

**Main activities in designing for usability**

There are a number of essential user-centred design activities which should take place during the design process, as described by Eason (1982), Gould and Lewis (1983) and Bevan (1996). These are:

- **Understanding and specifying the context of use:** the nature of the users, their goals and tasks, and the environment in which a product will be used

- **Specifying the user requirements** in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction; and the allocation of function between users and the system

- **Designing the user interface** to meet the user requirements and context of use.
Prototyping the user interface allowing users to visualise the system design and to demonstrate how it would operate.

Performing user based assessment to obtain feedback on the prototype as a basis for redesign if necessary.

Some specific guidelines that are particularly relevant to elderly and disabled drivers and travellers are now given below under those headings.

Understanding and Specifying the Context of Use

The context in which the system will be used should be identified in terms of the characteristics of the intended users, their tasks and the environment. Relevant characteristics of the users may include knowledge, skill, experience, education, training, physical attributes, habits and motor and sensory capabilities. A specific guideline in this respect for elderly and disabled travellers is:

2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities

Take care not to overload a user's residual abilities - offer alternative means of input or output. Elderly or disabled travellers are often working closer to the limits of their abilities. Physical impairment induces higher workload due to over-taxed or limited residual abilities.

For example, the visual channel must not become overloaded for people with hearing impairments. Similarly, the tendency to use synthetic voice and other acoustic output might lead to some people becoming drivers or travellers with special needs if they are not able to hear a message or warning from the system.

Specifying user requirements

Requirements elicitation and analysis is widely accepted to be the most crucial part of software development. Indeed, the success of the user-centred approach largely depends on how well this activity is done. The RESPECT project provides general help and support for these activities (Maguire and Kirakowski, 1997), and the TELSCAN project can provide data collection methods, tools and techniques specifically for the Transport Telematics sector. See Part 1 for an overview of requirements and the tools used to capture them.

A specific example of a guideline for transport applications is as follows:

2A.2 Including elderly and disabled travellers in design
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Specify user requirements in terms of the needs and characteristics of all potential users.

Certain user groups may require specific information from a travel and traffic information system, for example whether a roadside cafe is accessible to people who use wheelchairs.

User groups may have different feedback requirements, especially in critical situations. For example, a person with hearing impairments may not be able to use auditory warnings (type of feedback), or an elderly driver may wish to hear/see a warning earlier than other travellers (timing of feedback).

Consider a modular system design, whenever possible, where system components could form building blocks which can be interchanged to meet specific and changing users’ needs.

Designing the user interface

There are a number of sources of guidance for designing usable systems. Shneiderman (1987) for instance, presents eight ‘golden rules’ for interface design:

1. Strive for consistency
2. Enable frequent users to use shortcuts
3. Offer informative feedback
4. Design dialogues to yield closure (feedback and satisfaction in completing a group of actions)
5. Offer simple error handling
6. Permit easy reversal of actions
7. Support internal locus of control (allow users to initiate and feel in control of actions)
8. Reduce short term memory load.

Another well known, practical source of information is Galitz (1980) who has produced specific guidelines for screen design.

However, it is important to relate guidelines to the particular application area in which the design is taking place. The following guidelines, for instance, are applicable to elderly and disabled travellers:

2A.3 Ease of use for more people

Design should be optimised for the cognitive, perceptual, and physical capabilities of elderly and disabled people. In general, simplicity is preferable to complexity.
Remember that a good design for an elderly or disabled driver or traveller is also often better for the rest. In other words, follow the “design for all” principle.
2A.4 **Flexibility / Adaptability**

Systems should be flexible enough and easy to adapt to individual user requirements, e.g., calibration of display intensities for people with perceptual impairments.

Certain safety critical or intricate adaptations of systems should be done by a competent specialist.

2A.5 **Ease of learning**

During the design process, the required skills and capabilities of the intended users should be identified, with the aim to redesign if necessary to include all potential users and their varied abilities. These then should be specified in the system documentation (ICE Ergonomics, 1994). Necessary skills and capabilities are also valuable criteria for the evaluation of the system. (See 3C. Training and Documentation.)

This is important for all users, but could be critical for people with cognitive limitations, such as learning disabilities and memory impairments.

2A.6 **Familiarity/Conformance to expectations**

Ensure that the system controls/displays feel familiar and conform to the expectations of the user. This is especially important for people with perceptual and cognitive impairments, and for elderly people who may be slower at learning new techniques or absorbing new information.

2A.7 **Comfort in operation**

Evaluate comfort aspects of use. This is even more crucial for elderly and disabled drivers and travellers who often show higher levels of physical or cognitive fatigue and workload.

2A.8 **Compatibility with other aids and systems**

Standard hardware and software should be designed so that assistive devices can be easily connected and used as alternative modes of input or output (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).
Prototyping the user interface

In carrying out evaluations of a user interface design, a valuable technique is the use of computer simulations or rapid prototypes of the future system. This may consist of a series of screen layouts and a partial database allowing potential users to interact with, visualise and comment on the system. Such simulations or prototypes can be produced both quickly and easily in the early stages of the system development cycle for evaluation by human factors experts, user representatives and members of the design team.

Changes to the design may then be made rapidly in response to user feedback so that major problems with the design can be identified before system development begins. This helps to avoid the costly process of correcting design faults in the later stages of the development cycle.

Performing user-based assessments

User-based assessment is an essential activity in user-centred design. Assessment can be used to:

• provide feedback which can be used to improve design.

• provide evidence that user and organisational objectives have been achieved.

Early in design the emphasis will be on obtaining feedback (typically consisting of a list of usability defects) which can be used to guide design, while later when a realistic prototype is available it will be possible to measure whether user and organisational objectives have been achieved.

In the early stages of the development and design process, changes are relatively inexpensive. The longer the process has progressed and the more fully the system is defined, the more expensive the introduction of changes will be. It is therefore important to start evaluation as early as possible.

The assessment of usability should normally include analysis of both the users’ performance and the users’ attitudes as these provide complementary information. Since elderly or disabled travellers may already be working closer to their limits of strength and capability than most non-disabled people (Haslegrave, 1988), their performance and attitude to the system should be crucial.

A specific guideline related to this aspect follows:
2A.9 Elderly and disabled travellers included in evaluation

System evaluation should include elderly travellers and travellers with disabilities.

Use methods and tools for requirements capture and evaluation which will facilitate the process of including special needs (e.g., Richardson et al, 1995).

Test methodologies and test tools are being developed within TELSCAN, and subsequent versions of the Handbook will make these available.
3A. Control of All Systems - General

3A.1 Choice of input mode

Consider which skills and capacities are required by users to operate the system and whether there is an alternative mode of operation.

For example, although speech recognition is not common at present as an input device, voice input has much potential for people with physical impairments.

Persons with mobility impairments may have limited range, reduced strength or reduced precision in their movements. They may find it difficult or impossible to grasp and turn certain sizes or shapes of knobs. In such cases, push buttons and sliding mechanisms may be preferable (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

More detail on the implementation of controls is given in Control of all Systems - Implementation.

3A.2 Simplicity of control tasks

Usability design goals, crucial for everyone, are even more important for disabled and elderly drivers and travellers.

Try not to use the same controls or keys for different functions (e.g., Denno et al., 1992). However, a person with limited range or reduced strength may benefit from integrating functions into a reduced, but usable, set of controls. In this case, testing with disabled and elderly people is essential.

Guidelines for computer accessibility for disabled and elderly people stress the need for sequential operation of tasks for people with reduced abilities (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993; Trace R & D Center, 1988). Such guidelines are safety critical for many travellers with special needs, but would also benefit elderly and disabled people using other forms of ITS for travellers, especially on an occasional basis.

3A.3 Consistency

Streamlined solutions, whereby aids would be combined to form a single system, should be used whenever possible in order to provide consistent operation of the system.
3A.4 Types of controls

Consider the use of alternative types of input to meet the needs of elderly and disabled travellers.

For example, speech recognition has much potential as an input device for people with physical impairments who might be working to the limits of their physical capabilities.

Ensure that the size, shape and surface of controls are designed so that the elderly or disabled person can easily grasp them (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

Ensure that the type of control (e.g., push button, switch, latch, control knob, etc.) is easy to find, reach, and use for as many people as possible (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

Single, sequential, finger-operated or palm-operated push buttons are suitable for many applications.

Simultaneous operations with different fingers should be avoided, both for stationary tasks, and especially whilst driving. This also applies to remote control units.

Auto-repeat activation (as the push-button or key is held down) should be avoided (Denno, et al., 1992).

Avoid the use of controls that need to be pushed and rotated at the same time (Kanis, 1993).

Controls which have to be pushed and pulled at the same time are not recommended (Denno, et al., 1992).

Membrane touch keys are not recommended unless:
• the keys have a matt, nonslip surface,
• the edges are raised,
• the keys are clearly coded, for example by colour,
• a positive click is felt when the key is pressed.

Keypad keys, like those found on a telephone or calculator, are not recommended for use by a driver while the vehicle is in motion (ICE Ergonomics, 1994) since visual and auditory confirmation of hitting the correct key is required.

As in all good control panel design, all safety-critical controls should be easily differentiated by feel, although not in a position to cause injury if occupants are thrown forward in a collision.

In emergency applications a mushroom-shaped button would facilitate rapid and positive action for many people, as such a button
could more easily be struck with the fist or whatever residual ability or force is available (Boff, et al., 1986).

This design would benefit people with upper limb impairments, impairments in dexterity, coordination, or force and also those who have visual impairments or slower reaction times.

3A.5 Location and grouping of controls

Consider the reach capabilities of people with various physical impairments (e.g., short arms, small stature) when designing and assessing system controls. In effect, design for the least able.

Standards (e.g., ISO 4513, ISO 3958 and ISO 4040) could be used for locations of controls but these may not apply to certain impairment groups. Performance-based testing is, therefore, recommended with people with different skeletal impairments.

As in all good control panel design, all safety-critical controls should be easily differentiated by feel, although not in a position to cause injury if occupants are thrown forward in a collision.

Related controls should be grouped for easy identification. However, they should still be placed separate enough from each other so that they are easy to grasp, avoid confusion, and so that people do not activate them by mistake (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

Groups of keys should be separated by distinct spaces with a distance of at least half a key (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

3A.6 Size of control buttons

The size of control buttons should be designed and tested considering the needs of people with skeletal, vision and cognitive impairments.

3A.7 Size and clarity of text or symbols on control buttons

Large lettering, the use of lower case lettering and high contrast between the letter/symbol and background facilitates readability. For example, avoid low contrast combinations like light grey on slightly darker grey (Trace R & D Center, prepared by Vanderheiden, 1992).

Text on the keys should be printed in sans-serif characters, which are considered easier to read than other typefaces (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

Lettering or symbols which use most of the surface of the key top facilitates readability (Trace R & D Center, prepared by Vanderheiden, 1992).
3A. Control of All Systems - Implementation

Remember that larger, easily readable lettering or symbols, designed with special requirements in mind, improves the learning process and efficiency of occasionally-used equipment for non-disabled users as well (Trace R & D Center, prepared by Vanderheiden, 1992).

3A.8 Ability to distinguish controls

Primary and hazard controls should be identifiable both visually and by touch. Such redundancy is more crucial for the elderly and people with disabilities, so as not to “design out” some user groups.

Controls should be easy to distinguish by location, shape, texture, colour, size, labelling, illumination or mode of operation (Galer & Simmonds, 1984).

As in all good control panel design, all safety-critical controls should be easily differentiated by feel, although not in a position to cause injury if occupants are thrown forward in a collision.

A control should not be “smoothed away,” and there should be no obstructions nearby which would prevent the user from easily making contact with the control (Kanis, 1993).

3A.9 Co-ordination, dexterity and force required for operation

Consider the wide variation in characteristics when using hand-operated controls, e.g., persons with impaired hand functions, such as reduced strength, small movements, or sweeping movements. This is crucial for elderly and disabled travellers, especially those of short stature or with limb impairments (Trace R & D Center, prepared by Vanderheiden, 1992).

A control should not require force of more than 2 Newtons (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

3A.10 Compatibility with natural movements

The direction of movement of the control should clearly relate to the change that it effects in the associated display (Galer & Simmonds, 1984). This concept may not apply if the traveller does not have the appropriate ability/force to operate the device/control following the natural movement direction.
3B. Display of Information - General

3B.1 Choice of output mode

Consider which skills and capacities are required by users to obtain information from the system and whether there is an alternative mode of output to meet the needs of elderly and disabled travellers.

Offer a choice of mode of information presentation to meet special needs.

For example, haptic “displays” have much potential as an output device for people with hearing impairments.

Auditory displays can only be backup to visual displays and must not be the sole source of information, as travellers with hearing impairments would not be able to safely and effectively use the system.

Any information presented in auditory form should also be provided, even if redundantly, in an appropriate visual form (e.g., Trace R & D Center, 1988).

Provide a “feedback preference” setting or “user with hearing impairment” flag that a user could set when visual support is required. The system could then provide full visual redundancy for all audio output when the flag is set (Trace R & D Center, 1988).

In more advanced systems, the use of a smart card holding user characteristics could perform the same function.

The presence of a headphone jack provides the opportunity to plug in a small LED that would provide a visual cue whenever sound was emitted from the speaker. Another method is to wire in a small LED in parallel with the speaker to provide visual feedback of auditory activity (Trace R & D Center, 1988).

3B.2 Choice of output format

Where alternative formats for presenting information are available (e.g., text vs. symbols, alternative symbol sets, etc.), provision should be made for users to select their preferred option.

In more advanced systems, the use of a smart card holding user characteristics could perform the same function.

Alternatively, clear documentation should be provided for a specialist to customise the system.
3B. Display of Information - General

3B.3 Feedback

Investigate the feedback requirements for all users (e.g., type of feedback, frequency of feedback), especially in critical situations.

A choice of feedback (visual and auditory) should be offered to protect the user from actual or perceived risk and give confidence that the required action has been successful (Trace R & D Center, 1988).

Feedback and prompts should be adjustable according to experience and user preferences.
3B. Display of Information - Implementation

3B.4 Location of output

The optimal positioning of displays should consider the different anthropology of travellers (e.g., short arms, small stature).

The display should be easily adjustable vertically and horizontally (tilted and turned) to meet individual needs.

3B.5 Density of information

Avoid screen clutter.

This is even more crucial for travellers whose cognitive processes have slowed or are slowing. Elderly people find it more difficult to select appropriate information from complex displays, increasing not only errors but also reaction times (Graham & Mitchell, 1996).

3B.6 Size or intensity of output

It should be possible to attach a larger display (for systems dedicated to certain user groups) or to enlarge the image in order to adapt the visual output to individual users’ needs (Trace R & D Center, 1988).

The size of characters on the display should be tested with all types of users, especially those with visual impairments.

In the EDDIT project, the minimum size used as symbolic guidance information was 5 cm, and it is recommended not to go below this dimension (Oxley et al., Dec. 1994).

It should be possible to adjust the sound volume. The means of doing this should be very obvious and easy to use.

Pitch and frequency of speech should be modifiable in parallel with a change in the rate of delivery of the words. Users will also want to be able to vary the volume and the balance between the upper and lower registers.

Tone signals should be subject to adjustment in frequency/pitch as well as volume.

3B.7 Clarity and contrast of output

Displays should use high contrast between background and character or symbol.

The contrast and brightness should be easily adjustable and adaptable to the user’s needs and the travelling environment.
3B. Display of Information - Implementation

The clarity and contrast of text on the display should be tested with all types of users, especially for persons with visual impairments.

3B.8 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings

Warnings should be made available in alternative forms - auditory, visual or tactile. This will allow travellers with visual or hearing impairments to adapt the warnings to their own individual abilities (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

Warning signals should be evaluated with people who have perceptual and cognitive impairments.

Where more than one system is in simultaneous operation, alarms or warning signals for the different systems should be distinct and not lead to confusion.

Auditory signals/warnings

Volume, pitch and frequency of auditory output should be adjustable.

If the user has chosen auditory output, ensure that all signals and warnings will be heard against variable ambient noise and be easily distinguishable from each other.

Audible tones, especially for alarms and urgent messages, should use frequencies of no higher than 2000 Hz, since the higher frequencies are the first to deteriorate due to age or exposure to industrial noise.

Audio or voice output in isolation may make the task even more difficult for someone with even a slight hearing impairment. Therefore, a complementary or alternative mode of output should be made available to meet specific needs. It should also be adjustable to accommodate all levels of sensitivity.

Visual signals/warnings

Visual signals should be placed where they can be seen easily (e.g., Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

Warnings and similar alert messages must remain stable for a sufficiently long time to be discovered by the user (See 4A.17 Timing of information/response times).

3B.9 Use of colour

If a display uses colour coded information, a user should be able to select the most appropriate colours to meet specific needs and preferences (e.g., Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993; Trace R & D Center, 1988).
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Systems should be capable of providing a variety of colour saturations - for example, through the use of a colour contrast control.

Start the design in black and white, adding colour later, and not relying on colour as the sole source of important information. Remember that in conditions of low light, even if colours have been chosen with care, colour perception will be markedly reduced.

Text should not be displayed in red/green and blue/yellow colour combinations. This will assist the 8-10% of males and 0.4% of females who are colour-blind (e.g., ICE Ergonomics, 1994; Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

If coloured areas such as symbols are to be presented on a coloured background, it is recommended that the symbols be outlined in black. This will increase discrimination when the ambient environment is bright (Stokes, et al., 1990; Ross, et al., 1996).

3B.10 Use of symbolic language

Three objectives need to be reached when designing symbolic language: symbols should be understood by users, choice of symbols should minimise learning time, and there should be no overlapping in meaning to avoid confusion with other symbols (Vernet, et al., 1992). These aims should be considered for all travellers, including people with different impairments and also people with cultural or language differences.

Use symbols where possible rather than words or abbreviations, but keep the number of symbols manageable and easy to learn. This is especially important for people with perceptual and cognitive impairments, e.g., learning difficulties (Green, 1993).

The use of common symbols is recommended in all countries to ensure that each symbol has the same meaning wherever it is encountered.

User testing is needed to ensure that all travellers find the symbols easy to see, read, and understand.

Consider, for example, a driver who has memory lapses. An information or route guidance system with purposeful and tested symbology, designed with such needs in mind, may enable this person to continue travelling for a few more years.

See also 3A.7, Size and clarity of text or symbols on control buttons.
3C. Training and Documentation

3C.1 Consideration of user needs in training

Consider the needs of elderly and disabled travellers when developing the training procedure for ATT systems.

3C.2 Easy to understand

The documentation should be written in a language that is easy to understand.

This is beneficial for all users, but especially for persons with sign language as their first language, for persons with aphasia, and for people speaking different languages or coming from different cultural backgrounds (Trace R & D Center, prepared by Vanderheiden, 1992).

3C.3 Specification of skills or capabilities

System documentation should specify the skills or capabilities the user requires to operate the system (ICE Ergonomics, 1994). These skills and capabilities will also be valuable criteria for the evaluation of the system.

3C.4 Specification of system failure procedure

System documentation should clearly specify the correct procedure to follow in case of system failure (ICE Ergonomics, 1994). This guidance should be easily accessible and readable for all.

3C.5 Documentation binding

While stationary, to ensure that the documentation can easily be read by persons with upper limb impairments, the documentation binding should allow the user to place the documentation open on a surface and turn the pages with one hand (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

3C.6 Memory aids

Memory aids could be provided through the use of a quick reference card, useful for all travellers, but especially for people with a slight degeneration in cognitive functions.

3C.7 On-line help

Where possible, provide on-line help on the system itself.
3D. Other Issues

3D.1 Updating the aid

Consider a modular design for systems, which lends itself to adaptability to meet specific needs and easier updating.

3D.2 Material composition

Designers of systems should be aware of potential problems with certain materials.

For example, the induction pick-up coil on a hearing aid could be interfered with by the electromagnetic characteristics of the equipment (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

The surface of the controls or any item which may be in contact with the skin (e.g., something that is worn) should not contain chromium, nickel or other material which may cause allergy (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

3D.3 Power supply

Extra attention should be paid to power supply and power consumption, as an assistive device for travellers with special needs may use additional power, thus increasing the risk of overload and risk of fire (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993).

Consider a backup system in case of failure - elderly and disabled travellers may be more reliant on the system than others travellers (See 4A.1 Safety in controlling a vehicle).

3D.4 Reflections or glare from the equipment

Provide protection of the display from reflections and from the sun’s glare. Older travellers are especially susceptible to slower accommodation to sudden changes in light levels and also to glare, whether it be from car headlights or a visual display, due to the increased lens opacity of the older eye. This was confirmed in the EDDIT trials with route guidance systems (Oxley, et al., Dec. 1994).

3D.5 Interoperability and Compatibility

Standard hardware and software should be designed to facilitate the connection of, interaction with, and use of assistive devices for adaptive input and output devices, using industry standards as far as possible (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993; Trace R & D Center, 1988). This would better ensure that alternative modes of input/output could easily be installed to meet the needs of different users.
4A.1 Safety in controlling the vehicle

Designers should be aware of safety implications due to the introduction of in-vehicle systems (e.g., a driver’s delayed action or missing an action).

Better guidance should reduce the risk of accidents due to indecision or last moment changes in intention, thus increasing safety. However, the availability of additional information increases the potential distraction of the driver from the basic driving task. (Briggs et al., 1992, on Route Planning/Guidance System Incorporating RDS-TMC).

If too much information is presented, an elderly driver will have difficulty to absorb it, retain it and react to it when necessary. This would thus create a further problem rather than resolving the initial one of driver uncertainty and indecision. (Briggs et al., 1992, on Dual Mode Route Guidance).

Safety implications should be assessed in the light of special needs. The designer should consider how the elderly or disabled driver interacts with the system, and the degree of risk imposed by the traffic or situation. (e.g., Grayson, 1993; ICE Ergonomics, 1994)

An elderly or disabled driver may rely on a system more than other drivers. Therefore, ensure either:

that there is a back-up system in the event of system failure (where a vehicle is being custom-modified for a particular user and where cost may be of secondary importance), or

that careful attention is given to the implications of system failure, in order to ensure that the consequence is predictable and will not result in a safety hazard (where a standard product is being designed with the needs of elderly and disabled users in mind).

Performance testing is recommended with drivers from different impairment groups to ensure safety in controlling the vehicle.
4A. General Guidelines - Drivers

4A.2 Workload on residual capabilities

The ease of use of a particular control is more important for drivers using adaptations for manual control, as it appears more difficult for them to simultaneously accelerate or brake while using some other control than for able-bodied drivers who can use their feet and their hands. In other words, it is easier to perform two independent tasks with a foot and a hand than with two hands (due to capacity interference). (See 4A.8 Compatibility with other aids and systems) (Tested by TELAID, Verwey, 1995).

Touchscreens place a high visual workload on the driver and could interfere with the primary driving task (ICE Ergonomics, 1994), especially for elderly or disabled drivers, who may be working to the limits of their abilities. (see also 4A.9 Choice of Input Mode)

4A.3 Flexibility/Adaptability

Designers should make all vehicles and aids adaptable or easier to adapt through modular design wherever possible.

The system should be easy to customise by the driver or, where safety is crucial, by a competent specialist. For example, a driving instructor can help the driver analyse his or her requirements and choose the best possible options and modes of operation.

In EDDIT’s testing on gap acceptance systems, using the electronic device significantly increased the number of near misses experienced by subjects, which implies that some ongoing indication of the proximity of a possible collision with an on-coming vehicle might be useful. It was suggested that the threshold for advising the driver to initiate a manoeuvre would need to be tailored to the requirements and capabilities of the individual (Oxley et al., Jan. 1995).

In addition to an “adaptable” system which can be customised, consider where possible an “adaptive,” automated system, which will automatically conform to the user’s requirements (See 4A.10 Automatic operation of systems).

4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary

A driver should be able to adjust the parameters of the in-vehicle telematic system only while stationary (ICE Ergonomics, 1994).

Although this is important for all drivers, it is critical for: disabled drivers with high workload on particular residual abilities, or for elderly drivers who will have more difficulty in dividing their attention between different situations or tasks.
4A.5 Ease of adjustment while driving

If the driver is required to interact in any way with the telematic system while driving, it must be at a minimum and kept simple, if possible eliminated entirely, in order to prevent overload.

Although this is important for all drivers, it is critical for: disabled drivers with high workload on particular residual abilities, or for elderly drivers who will have more difficulty in dividing their attention between different situations or tasks.

Accidental adjustment of information system settings/default parameters should not occur while driving, but it is vital that such adjustment should not occur to safety-critical driving adjustments.

Temporary adjustments (such as loudness/balance, brightness/contrast) should be easily made while on the road because conditions are constantly changing.

4A.6 Adjustability

Consider the fact that drivers with special needs, especially those with lower limb impairments, may require different H-point measurements to define and to install an ATT display in its optimum position (ISO 6549). The system display should be adjustable enough to meet these different requirements.

4A.7 Comfort in operation

Ring accelerators are preferred over segment accelerators. (See Appendix 1 for a description of these car adaptation aids for drivers with disabilities.) This holds for drivers with disabilities driving with or without telematic applications because of the discomfort associated with the segment accelerator.

(Tested in TELAID, Verwey & Veenbaas, 1993; Verwey, 1995)

4A.8 Compatibility with other aids and systems

Given the possible number of car adaptations for drivers with disabilities, the implementation of visual/auditory/tactile controls and displays needs to be integrated through a systems approach followed by a whole-vehicle test procedure.

While evaluating the use of controls with drivers with disabilities, special attention should be paid to capacity interference and structural interference (Tested by TELAID, Verwey, 1995).
Example:
Due to capacity interference similar limbs (driving with hand operated controls) are more difficult to use for independent movements (accelerating and activating control elements) than different limbs.

Adapted accelerators (e.g., segmented accelerator), which require continuous operation by one hand, limit the number of possible locations of input controls (structural interference). With adapted accelerators which can be operated by the left or right hand at preference, the disadvantage for drivers with disabilities is less (See 4A.12 Location and grouping of controls).

(See Appendix 1 for a description of these car adaptation aids for drivers with disabilities.)

When fitting the system, consider the design of all car adaptations for drivers with disabilities, as they may increase the risk of injury due to their sharp or awkward projections.

When ATT systems are fitted into a vehicle for a driver with a disability, ensure that the system is compatible and conforms with electric cables for any adaptations required for that driver. Consider the necessary power consumption and the possibility of magnetic interference (See 3D.2 Material Composition and 3D.3 Power Supply).
4A.9 Choice of input mode

Consider which skills and capacities are required by users to operate the system and whether there is an alternative mode of operation, for example, the potential of voice input (See Section 3A.1).

The use of head controls is recommended for drivers with physical disabilities as they result in faster responses than rotary switches and push buttons of various diameters. However, caution is needed as steering frequency increases somewhat. People with disabilities also show little preference for head controls, so they may not choose to purchase or accept them. (Tested by TELAID, Verwey, 1995).

Knobs on the head-restraint, the driver’s elbow, and voice activated secondary controls are modalities that should be reviewed as essential or alternative input modes for various groups of drivers with disabilities.

Touchscreens place a high visual workload on the driver and could interfere with the primary driving task (ICE Ergonomics, 1994), especially for elderly or disabled drivers, who may be working to the limits of their abilities. This is supported by EDDIT’s trials with a route guidance system using a touch-sensitive screen to programme the system: 9 of the 30 subjects in the trial did not find using the touch screen easy (Oxley, et al., Dec 1994).

It is suggested that touchscreens are only used when the vehicle is stationary and that a secondary keyboard designed for special needs can be attached, if required. (see also 2A.1 and 4A.2, Workload on residual capabilities).

This is particularly relevant for drivers with hand coordination problems (e.g., due to Cerebral Palsy or arthritis) where the reaction speed of the touch screen and the absence of tactile feedback may be problematic.

4A.10 Automatic operation of systems

Provide adaptive, automated systems where possible and appropriate.

For example:
Different criteria could be used for system activation:
- when a specified criterion is reached,
- when the driver initiates the system,
- continuously
(PROMETHEUS, 1991)
Remember, though, that automation could lead to a misunderstanding of the situation and lead to additional problems, e.g., if automatic systems misunderstand the conditions (Stokes, et al., 1990; Wierwille & McFarlane, 1993).

4A.11 Types of controls

Keypad keys, like those found on a telephone or calculator, are not recommended for use by the driver while the vehicle is in motion (ICE Ergonomics, 1994) since visual and auditory confirmation of hitting the correct key is required.

Combined with the use of hand operated primary controls (accelerator, brake), discrete rotary controls are preferred in situations requiring precise speed keeping (short following driving task), although a higher operating force is needed (contra-indication: drivers with special needs with reduced strength, see 4A.15 Coordination, dexterity and force required for operation.) (Tested by TELAID, Verwey, 1995).

Drivers with very limited or absent hand functioning can operate only a minimum number of controls in total. During driving these controls are used for safety crucial functions, e.g., operating indicators, lights, horn, wiper/washer. When not in use for primary functions these controls could be assigned a secondary ATT control function (e.g., through double clicking). The safe and correct use of such a set-up should be thoroughly tested and training in correct use provided to ensure no interference with the primary functioning occurs.

4A.12 Location and grouping of controls

To support safe and easy operation, the following order of priority is recommended when locating controls (ICE Ergonomics, 1994):

1. Controls for primary visual tasks
2. Primary controls associated or interacting with primary visual tasks.
3. Controls positioned near associated displays.
4. Controls that are to be used in sequence.
5. Controls that are used frequently.
6. Consistency with other system layouts.

Priorities are likely to be the same for drivers with special needs, but location still needs to be tested with drivers from different impairment groups, e.g., whether it is practicable in every case to place the controls near associated displays. Therefore, consider adjustable placement of controls to meet specific needs.
Optimal positioning of controls may need to consider the location of other aids for drivers with special needs, e.g., adaptable control aids or mobility and car adaptation aids. For example, for people with lower limb disabilities, ring accelerators are preferred over segment accelerators when the telematics system is to be used by the same hand as the accelerator (See 4A.8 Compatibility with other aids and systems).

(Tested by TELAID, Verwey, 1995).

4A.13 Size of control buttons

Larger buttons (around 24 mm) are preferred to smaller buttons (around 4 mm) because they require less looking at the button before it is activated. However, the effect on driving safety may be similar for small and large buttons in that large buttons may tempt the driver to activate the button immediately whereas activation of smaller buttons is postponed until a demanding driving situation has finished. Hence, larger buttons are preferred for tasks of higher priority.

(Tested by TELAID, Verwey, 1995).

4A.14 Size and clarity of text or symbols on control buttons

It must be remembered that safely controlling the vehicle is the primary task, not the use of the system. Therefore, exact size measurements of text or symbols depend on the task being performed and must be tested with people with visual impairments.

4A.15 Co-ordination, dexterity and force required for operation

A user should only be required to hold a control down for a long time when safety requires it, such as in a "dead man's handle" (Kanis, 1993). (A dead man's handle is engaged continuously and activates brakes when let go, e.g., as a result of the driver collapsing). Even with such a system, some tolerance is desirable, e.g. by allowing a short delay before activating an emergency stop.

French railway practice requires that the driver makes frequent moves to bring together a moving and a flexible ring, activating an emergency stop within about 1.5 seconds. This might be longer than desirable on the road, but the principle is worth considering and testing.

Elderly and disabled drivers may have variable strength in various directions or movements (e.g., twist, push, pull movements, etc.), so controls should be able to be adapted so that they can be operated in the direction of maximum strength and/or capacity.
4A. Control of the System - Drivers
4A. Display of Information - Drivers

4A.16 Choice of output mode

Auditory signals, with the option of strong visual feedback, should be used to automatically alert drivers to errors that require immediate action.

An alternative to presenting visual information on a traditional dash mounted display exists in the possibility of utilising Head-Up-Display or Mid-Head-Display technology. This technology can present displayed information on or below the line of gaze of the driver by reflecting an image off the inside of the car windshield. Furthermore, the display can be focused at a distance in front of the car. This reduces time taken to refocus and redirect gaze, and would be particularly useful for elderly or visually impaired drivers, especially those with bifocal glasses. However, if such displays overlay the forward scene rather than the car bonnet, care should be exercised to avoid a cluttered display that would unduly distract the driver from looking forward (Weintraub & Ensing, 1992).

“The presentation of information with a Head-Up Display has the advantage over On-Dashboard Display that the driver is not being compelled to adapt his vision. However, this system presents the drawback of displaying information in a road scene which already contains a great deal of visual information, which is not necessarily relevant. Thus, as elderly drivers find it difficult to pick out the relevant signal (selective attention), they may encounter some problems when using such devices.” (Briggs et al., 1992, on Route Guidance Systems)

EDDIT’s driving simulator testing to compare HUD with LCD on-dashboard display confirmed that response time is reduced when information is presented in HUD form (Marin-Lamellet et al., Feb., 1994). Using an audible signal to warn that a visual message was about to be displayed had further effects, including to induce a more relaxed attitude among the subjects.

4A.17 Timing of information/response times

Some users may require earlier messages to compensate for slower reaction times. Therefore, default times should be easy to customise by a specialist, e.g., a trained driving instructor should be able to help the driver analyse his or her requirements and choose the best possible timing. This would be particularly relevant for drivers with skeletal, visual, auditory, and cognitive difficulties.
4A. Display of Information - Drivers

All systems should present information in a timely manner.

Systems should not present messages unnecessarily early so that drivers will forget the instruction or will tend to prepare and execute actions while negotiating complex driving situations. (Tested by TELAID, Verwey, 1995).

If an instruction is presented too late, it could cause a dangerous, forced response or a missed opportunity.

Exact timings of messages still need to be tested. For example, the DRIVE II HARDIE project recommended timings of route guidance information, but these ranges have not been tested with elderly drivers or drivers with disabilities (Ross et al., 1994; Ross et al., 1996). (See HARDIE guideline on Timing of Instruction for Route Guidance and Navigation Systems, Part 4B).

Elderly drivers, whose speed of cognitive processing is slower, would particularly benefit if the display time of messages on the screen could be increased or if a “repeat last message” facility could be provided (Graham & Mitchell, 1996).

Prioritisation of driver attention is, as a rule: 1. driving task, 2. audible messages, and 3. visual messages requiring glance at the fascia rather than at the road. Given these priorities, a memory buffer in the in-vehicle unit is essential, the only exception being turning-movement instructions which are driven by the position of the vehicle rather than by any timing event.

Some RDS-TA receivers already incorporate a memory feature (up to perhaps 30 seconds) allowing the driver to demand repetition of a message. Something analogous for text (whether driven by TMC or other digital channel) is highly desirable.

If a short break is made between screens of a message, it would allow drivers to re-orient themselves to the road environment, reduce pacing and avoid excessive glance frequencies over short periods (Graham & Mitchell, 1996).

Reaction time on ATT control messages is seriously influenced by the type of controls used by drivers with disabilities (e.g., there is a much shorter reaction time when using an accelerator ring than a segmented ring - reaction time even shorter than for the non-disabled driver. (Tested by TELAID, Verwey & Veenbaas, 1993). (See also 4A.9 Choice of input mode.)
4A. Display of Information - Drivers

4A.18 Location of output

The optimal positioning of in-vehicle displays should consider the different anthropometry of drivers (e.g., short arms, small stature).

Other aids for drivers with disabilities (e.g., a lever for acceleration/braking) must not obstruct the view of the road ahead or output from in-vehicle systems. Likewise, in-vehicle systems must not obstruct access to other driving aids.

Displays must be adjustable enough to be located as near as possible to each driver's line of sight. This is even more important for an elderly or disabled driver, who may not be able to bend towards the display, or indeed should not be expected to do so for safety reasons.

The use of parallel displays should be tested with elderly and disabled drivers to ensure that workload levels do not increase.

The specific location of output for each system should be evaluated with drivers with different types of impairments.

4A.19 Density of information

Use only the simplest three-element messages (Ross et al., 1996) to ensure safety, usefulness, driver acceptability and driver's ability to remember. An example of 3 message "elements" might be "roadworks," "speed limit 30 m(km)ph" and "3 miles (km) ahead."

Since elderly drivers have more difficulty dealing with complex situations or tasks, remove where possible the road numbers of junctions, as these tend to increase complexity of the information (Graham & Mitchell, 1996).

Illustrations of complex junctions need to be simple without in themselves creating confusion (Briggs et al, 1992, on Route Planning/guidance system incorporating RDS-TMC).

Results obtained from EDDIT showed that there is an age-related interaction between the complexity of the driving task and the complexity of guidance systems (Oxley, et al., Dec. 1994).

4A.20 Size or intensity of output

The size of the characters on the display must be large enough and the contrast high enough so that the driver does not need to bend toward the display to read the information.

For older drivers who are wearing driving glasses, but not their reading glasses, it should not be necessary to peer over their
4A. Display of Information - Drivers

glasses in order to accommodate the close proximity of the display (Graham & Mitchell, 1996). (See 4A.18 Location of output.)

It must be remembered that safely controlling the vehicle is the primary task, not the use of the system. Therefore, exact measurements of the size or intensity of output depend on the task being performed and must be tested with people with visual or hearing impairments, depending on the mode in question.

Provide a “zoom in” or screen enlargement feature wherever possible. However, whilst driving, the driver should not be required to manually zoom in and out to different scale levels. Instead, the system should automatically present the optimum amount of usable information.

4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings

Where more than one in-vehicle system is in simultaneous operation, alarms or warning signals for the different systems should be distinct and not lead to confusion.

Auditory signals/warnings

Abruptly rising waveforms should not be used in the first 0.2 seconds of a signal, so as not to startle the driver (ICE Ergonomics, 1994).

These might be hazardous for certain drivers with disabilities, e.g., sudden noise could cause muscle spasticity for some people with disabilities (Nicolle, et al., 1992, Annex IV).
4A.22 Power supply

Extra attention should be paid to power supply and power consumption, as an assistive device for drivers with special needs may use additional power, thus increasing the risk of overload and risk of fire (Nordic Committee on Disability, 1993) (See also 3D.3 Power supply).

This is especially the case for cars of drivers with limited strength, where further engine power backup is used by servo-assisted controls. This may additionally consume as much as 15% of overall engine power. If an auxiliary system demands significant power, enhanced fuel consumption with a slightly greater throttle opening (or equivalent with injection systems) are needed for a given performance when used in parallel with ATT aids.

Apart from the risk of fire, assistive devices may discharge the vehicle’s battery more quickly. Many elderly and disabled drivers travel short distances which may make it difficult to retain charge, at least in winter, unless they can and do connect a trickle charger - exactly what these drivers may be unable, and should not need, to do.

Consider a backup system in case of failure - elderly and disabled drivers may be more reliant on the system than others drivers (See 4A.1 Safety in controlling a vehicle).

4A.23 Portability

Fitting should be both secure and adaptable within a particular vehicle (ICE Ergonomics, 1994) and, if possible, between vehicles.
Appendix 4 applies the TELSCAN guidelines from Parts 2, 3 and 4A to the guidelines on information presentation for route guidance and navigation systems from the DRIVE II HARDIE Project V2008 (Ross et al., Chapter 2, 1996). The Appendix provides an example of how the TELSCAN guidelines can be more widely applied to specific systems or existing guidelines.

Appendix 4 is under review, as well as other existing guidelines, for example, Green, et al. (1995) which covers navigation input as well as output. The next version of the handbook will capture specific guidelines on designing route guidance and navigation systems that will be more usable by elderly and disabled drivers.

For example, the timing of instructions given in the HARDIE guideline (page 83) was derived from a study in which no disabled or elderly drivers took part. It is likely that drivers who have slower response times, either as a result of age or a particular impairment, require messages to be presented earlier, but not too far in advance so as to forget it before action is due. More testing is recommended before specific timings can be given, but there is some data already available.

Green and George (1995) conducted a road-based study which aimed to establish the optimum timing of voice-based route guidance messages. Driver age was included as an independent variable, and it was found that older drivers required guidance messages to be presented significantly further back from a decision point, as compared with younger drivers. The finding was incorporated within a specific guideline (which took the form of a regression equation) to aid in the design of route guidance systems that account for the needs of elderly drivers.

Permission has been granted to reproduce this guideline as part of TELSCAN's Handbook. The next version of the Handbook will include this specific guideline and others based on our continued review.
4C. Guidelines for Adaptive Cruise Control Systems

Introduction

The following section summarises the guidelines for ACC systems suggested by the TELAID simulator tests (Peters, 1995a).

The purpose of this phase of testing in TELAID was to investigate how ACC driving would influence workload, comfort and driving behaviour of drivers with lower limb disabilities, given the type of hand control the driver used for accelerating and braking. (See Appendix 3 for a fuller description of the simulator testing.) The test found that the ACC system was well received, wanted and trusted by the subjects, and ACC driving had the same influence on the driver regardless of the type of hand control system used. It was concluded that the ACC system substantially contributed to decrease the workload experienced by drivers with lower limb disabilities. From this phase of the TELAID testing, it has not always been possible to provide specific guidelines on appropriate feedback or comfort in operation for an ACC system. In order to do this, it would be necessary to compare one system with another, and testing in the future is required with people having different impairments.

In the examples below, the emerging guidelines from the simulator tests are classified under the appropriate TELSCAN headings from Parts 2, 3 and 4A of this Handbook.
4C. Guidelines for Adaptive Cruise Control Systems

Application of TELSCAN guidelines:
2A.2 Including elderly and disabled travellers in design
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability

It is important that headway is individually adjustable, by a qualified specialist, according to driver's characteristics and preferences to satisfy the needs and preferences of drivers with lower-limb disabilities. People with different types of impairments should be included when the adjustable range is determined. This need for adjustable headway becomes even more pronounced in poor weather conditions or night-time driving. Headway should not be altered by the driver, especially while driving.

As a starting point it is recommended that the ACC system uses a headway which is 0.7 seconds longer compared to that used for able-bodied drivers. For example, an often used headway value is 1.4 seconds in ACC systems. This value should be prolonged to 2.1 seconds.

(Reviewed by TELAID, Peters, 1995a)

TELSCAN Comment:
An evaluation of one ACC system with drivers with lower limb impairments (Peters, 1995a) revealed that this group of drivers prefer a longer average headway, or distance to a leading vehicle, than that which the system used. Therefore, it is important that the headway parameter of the ACC system is individually adjustable according to these drivers' needs and preferences. Drivers with different types of impairments should be included when the adjustable range of the headway is determined.

The study found that mean headway was approximately 0.7 seconds shorter for the ACC condition. This means that on average the subjects were driving 17 m closer at a speed of 90 km/h to the leading vehicles. This shorter distance was accepted but it does not conform to the distances found under the unsupported condition. Some comments were also made by subjects that the ACC used a too short headway.

It is recommended, however, that testing in real traffic is undertaken to validate these guidelines.
4C. Guidelines for Adaptive Cruise Control Systems

Application of TELSCAN guideline:
2A.6 Familiarity/Conformance to expectations

The input and output of the ACC should be designed with respect to the function provided as viewed by the driver. Don't allow the driver to believe it is a Collision Avoidance System instead of an ACC by displaying irrelevant information (Tested by TELAID, Peters, 1995a).

TELSCAN Comment:
The purpose of an ACC system is to assist the driver in controlling the speed of the vehicle. But the extended functionality of ACCs, compared to conventional cruise controls, might confuse the driver, who might expect to be able to use it as a Collision Avoidance System. It is very important, therefore, to make this distinction clear to all drivers, especially when the feedback or information presentation subsystem of the ACC is designed (Ross et al., 1996; Peters, 1995a).

Application of TELSCAN guidelines:
3A.5 and 4A.12 Location and grouping of controls

It should be possible to easily adapt the ACC controls so that they can be operated simultaneously with the primary driving task without interfering with it. For example, if the ACC controls are placed on an acceleration lever for drivers requiring hand controls (See Appendix 1) then the driver could activate the ACC at the same time as controlling the speed. (Tested by TELAID, Peters, 1995a).

TELSCAN Comment:
In the TELAID evaluation of an ACC system with drivers with lower limb impairments, the controls were placed on the direction indicator stalk at the left hand side. The switches were obscured by the steering wheel which made it difficult visually to identify the controls. In order to operate the switches, the driver had to release his/her hand from the steering wheel. One switch had three different effects depending on the status of the ACC. The study found that it is important that the ACC controls are adaptable regardless of the type of hand controls used for accelerator and brakes.
4C. Guidelines for Adaptive Cruise Control Systems

Application of TELSCAN guideline:
3B.3 Feedback

The ACC feedback to the driver should be integrated into existing instruments as far as possible as long as relevant information can be accurately and quickly deduced. (Tested by TELAID, Peters, 1995a).

Feedback from the ACC should also be adaptable so that the needs of individual drivers with special needs can be considered.

TELSCAN Comment:
In the TELAID evaluation of an ACC system with drivers with lower limb impairments, feedback from the tested system was considered to be well integrated into existing instruments. However, from this TELAID test, it is not possible to provide a specific guideline on appropriate feedback for an ACC system. In order to do this, it would be necessary to compare one system with another, and this needs testing in the future.

Application of TELSCAN guideline:
3B.8 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings

Audible tones, especially for alarms and urgent messages, should use frequencies of no higher than 2000 Hz, since the higher frequencies are the first to deteriorate due to age or exposure to industrial noise.

Audio or voice output in isolation may, however, make the task even more difficult for someone with even a slight hearing impairment. Therefore, a complementary or alternative mode of output should be made available to meet specific needs. It should also be adjustable to accommodate all levels of sensitivity.

TELSCAN Comment:
This modifies the HARDIE guideline: “Imminent crash avoidance warnings should have a high fundamental frequency” (Ross et al., Chapter 4, 1996).
4D. Guidelines for Collision Avoidance Systems

Introduction

Appendix 5 applies the TELSCAN guidelines from Parts 2, 3 and 4A to the guidelines for collision avoidance systems (CAS) from the DRIVE II HARDIE Project V2008 (Ross et al., Chapter 3, 1996). The Appendix provides an example of how the TELSCAN guidelines can be more widely applied to specific systems or existing guidelines.

Appendix 5 is under review, as well as searching for other existing specific guidelines. The next version of the handbook will begin to capture specific guidelines on designing collision avoidance systems that will be more usable by elderly and disabled drivers.
4E. Guidelines for Reversing and Parking Aids

Introduction

The following section summarises the guidelines for reversing aids which have emerged from a limited number of field trials conducted in the TELAID project (Peters, 1995b) and the EDDIT project (Barham et al., July 1994 and Dec 1994). (See Appendix 3 for summary descriptions of the tests.)

In the examples below, the emerging guidelines from the field trials are classified under the appropriate TELSCAN headings from Parts 3 and 4A of this Handbook, with specific reference to the results of the field trials.

Please note that these guidelines are the result of a limited number of tests with disabled and elderly drivers, and more testing is recommended.
4E. Guidelines for Reversing and Parking Aids

Application of TELSCAN guideline:
3B.3 Feedback

Provide both auditory and visual feedback.

TELSSCAN Comment:
The system that provides both auditory and visual feedback gives better support to and is preferred by the driver (This is strongly suggested in limited testing by TELAID, Peters, 1995b, and by EDDIT, Barham et al., July 1994 and Dec 1994).

As is proven in other tests, auditory feedback is more omnidirectional than visual feedback and seems to interfere less with the primary reversing task. However, for people with hearing impairments both means of feedback are required. If you provide visual feedback both through the rear view mirror and through direct view, it will make visual feedback more omnidirectional (Tested by TELAID, Peters, 1995b).

Application of TELSCAN guideline:
3B.8 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings

The warning zones, as defined by the existing standard ISO TR 12155, give better support to the driver for reversing tasks. Therefore, this standard also applies well to people with lower limb disabilities (Peters, 1995b).

TELSSCAN Comment:
The three warning zones as specified in ISO TR 12155 are illustrated below:
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- **Collision Zone**: 0 m
- **Warning Zone**: 0.7 m
- **Pre-Warning Zone**: 1.7 m
- **Test Vehicle Rear Sensors**: 2.6 m
- **Overall Test Vehicle**: 3 m
Application of TELSCAN guideline:
4A.18 Location of output

Positioning the display on the rear parcel shelf tends to have a less detrimental effect on drivers’ visual and mental workload whilst manoeuvring.

In the EDDIT trials with two types of reversing aids, the systems differed in their positioning within the test car. Whilst the display of the infrared device occupied a position on the car’s dashboard, the lights constellation of the ultrasound system was mounted on the rear parcel shelf (and so could be viewed using the car’s rear view mirror). Subjects viewed the display almost exclusively through the rear-view mirror. In terms of the manoeuvring time spent glancing in each direction, the introduction of this system resulted in a substantial increase in the use of the rear-view mirror, and a marked decrease in glances over both shoulders and at both wing mirrors. The conclusion from the evaluations was that, whereas the dashboard-mounted display both increased the number of changes of glance made by subjects and increased manoeuvring time (indicating an increase in drivers’ visual and mental workload whilst manoeuvring), volunteers were not affected in either way when using the display positioned to the rear.
(Barham et al., July and Dec 1994)
Future versions of the Handbook will see developments in more specific guidelines to ensure that travel and traffic information systems are usable by elderly and disabled drivers.

Guidelines for travel and traffic information systems for drivers are emerging from the literature review which is now in progress, including for example Ross, et al., Chapter 1 (1996) and Green et al. (1995). These guidelines are being reviewed by TELSCAN to ensure that they meet the needs of elderly and disabled people. Guidelines are also being produced by current Transport Telematics projects, many of which have already agreed that their guidelines could, and should, be reviewed by TELSCAN and compiled into this Handbook.

Many existing and prospective systems and guidelines need to be tested with elderly and disabled drivers, and TELSCAN is now in the process of arranging its own or collaborative testing to this effect.
This section represents a first draft of the guidelines for ATT systems for elderly and disabled travellers, using various modes of public transport.

Guidelines are emerging from an ongoing literature review covering, for example, the CEC TIDE (Telematics Integration for Disabled and Elderly People) programme. Some projects within Transport Telematics are also developing guidelines in the course of their work and have given us permission to include them in this Handbook. Guidelines will also be developed through TELSCAN's collaborative or complementary testing with other projects, which is now being arranged. It is interesting to note that many of these guidelines are being developed specifically for elderly and disabled people within the TIDE programme and need to be identified, adapted if necessary, and disseminated more widely amongst the transport telematics community. We intend that this Handbook and the efforts of TELSCAN will serve this purpose.

Examples of guidelines which have relevance to ATT systems for travellers are provided below, along with their sources and other relevant information about the projects concerned. Thus far, much of our literature review has focussed on user requirements (see Part 1 of this Handbook), from which certain guidelines are emerging. As we can see from a selection of projects below, the users’ requirements will have implications for the design of the system hardware and software, as well as the kind of information available to the user. Guidelines are emerging under the following headings, and these will be further developed in future versions of the Handbook:

Specific technologies, such as smart cards

These technologies may be applied in the transport sector to increase the usability of different types of self-service systems, such as ticketing machines.

Specific applications or systems, such as travel aids, information systems, or hazard warning systems.

These applications or systems may be applied in the transport sector to increase the mobility of specific categories of disabled travellers.

5.1 Specific technologies

5.1.1 Smart Cards

SATURN (Gill, 1994) is a TIDE project studying the needs of elderly and disabled people in relation to smart card systems. Such technology may be applied in the transport sector to increase the usability of self-service systems, such as ticketing machines. Contactless smart cards (or those that can work at a distance and do not need to be inserted into a reader) hold the greatest potential for meeting the needs of elderly and disabled people. For
example, they will aid people in wheelchairs who cannot reach the slot for the card reader, or those with hand tremor, arthritis or visual impairments.

The project produced a number of guidelines for smart cards and self-service terminals, examples of which follow:

Information must only be stored on a card with the consent of the user.

Coding onto a smart card should allow for either specific user preferences or a general description of the impairment. Specific preferences would include:

Input - more time to complete the action, using the keyboard only.
Operation - reduced functionality, pre-set amount.
Output - large characters on screen, audio, amplification for each frequency band, maximal use of icons, braille display.

5.2 Specific applications or systems

5.2.1 Travel Aids

MoBIC (Strothotte et al., 1995) is a travel aid for blind persons based on the technologies of geographical information systems (GIS) and the Global Positioning System (GPS). The system consists of two interrelated components: the MoBIC Pre-journey System (MoPS) to assist users in planning journeys and the MoBIC Outdoor System (MoODS) to execute these plans by providing users with orientation and navigation assistance during journeys.

Based on user requirements work, the MoPS system should include basic maps and routes, and the ability to dictate the level of detail required. Furthermore, up-to-date information concerning transient obstacles should be available, and the user should be able to edit the journey plan with his/her own comments and memos.

Information that the MoODS aid should provide includes:
- directions to required destination (number of streets),
- name of streets,
- travellers current location (direction currently facing),
- shops (especially with stands outside),
- information about current roadworks,
- pedestrian crossings (and whether it has an auditory signal),
- useful buildings and landmarks (eg banks and their ATMs),
- layout of environment (steps),
- street furniture (lamp posts),
- useful items in the street (public telephones).
Furthermore, the output of the MoODS system should be ideally synthetic speech - user requirements work found other sounds and vibratory information to be significantly less popular (Strothotte et al., 1995).

The OPEN system (Stephens and Longley, 1995) aims to help blind or partially sighted people find their way on the metropolitan underground systems of London and Paris. The system consists of a series of beacons mounted at key points in each station and a receiver worn or carried by the blind or partially sighted person. Messages will be sent from the beacons to the receivers using modulated infra-red beacons. The system will help users find specific features of the underground system such as ticket areas, barriers, stairs, escalators, platforms and other obstacles.

The OPEN system will be installed in the following underground stations during January/February 1997: South Kensington, London; Heathrow Terminal 4; Chatelet, Les Halles, Paris; Blaak, Rotterdam. It is anticipated that user trials will take place during March and April 1997. Permission has been given to use the guidelines developed within these evaluations in future versions of the TELSCAN handbook, providing they are fully referenced.

5.2.2 Information Systems

NEWT is a project part-funded by the European Commission Transport Directorate General. Its main objective is to investigate how to make local transport information more accessible to disabled and elderly people. Guidelines on information presentation were produced for use by transport providers to ensure that a better service is provided to the whole community.

The TIDE TURTLE project developed and trialed a real time public transport information system which has as its main focus the needs of elderly and disabled people. Guidelines from NEWT were implemented in this demonstrator. TELSCAN is collaborating with the project to include these guidelines in our Handbook, and they will be made available, with their permission, in the next version.

5.2.3 Self-Service Systems

In addition to those guidelines that have emerged from the projects outlined above, a comprehensive list of recommendations for self-service systems (e.g. ATMs, information kiosks) are given by the National Swedish Board for Consumer Policies and the Swedish Handicap Institute (1995).

The following is a brief selection of the recommendations contained within that document - they are relevant to all self-service systems for elderly and disabled travellers:

Position systems at different height levels to cater for users of wheelchairs and short people.
Do not position the system in a noisy and open environment where the user could feel stressed and insecure.

Enable a choice between text and picture communication.

With auditory information, enable volume control and inductive coupling.

Provide a sun shield to reduce on-screen glare.

Instructions should be short and easy to understand.

Precise movements and sensitivity for using the control panel should not be required. It should be possible to control the system with hand in bandages or gloves.

Supplement the system with personal service if required. Furthermore, those who depend on such personal service should not have to pay more for it. (National Swedish Board for Consumer Policies and the Swedish Handicap Institute, 1995)

5.3 Next Steps

The next draft of this section of the TELSCAN guidelines handbook will contain:

• further guidelines relevant to elderly and disabled travellers from our ongoing literature and project review, within Europe in the Telematics Applications Programme, from ITS America, and worldwide as far as our resources will permit.

• an integration of guidelines available - as they emerge - from the above projects, into consistent format (in full consultation with the projects concerned).

• guidelines emerging from Transport Telematics projects through their deliverables and collaborative evaluations. As an example, TELSCAN has already conducted an expert evaluation of the INFOPOLIS system, and guidelines produced from this work will be integrated into the next draft of the Handbook.
Elderly and disabled travellers may wish or need to change from one mode of travel to another in order to arrive at their destination. Such travel may involve not only different modes of transport, but also different telematic systems. Such systems should be integrated in a seamless fashion so that the information flow is accurate and efficient, and the traveller need not be handicapped with the transition from one mode to another.

TELSCAN has conducted a survey of existing and prospective systems for drivers and travellers, concentrating on transport telematics and crossing the boundaries of various transport modes (Nicolle et al., March 1997). Systems have also been identified which are in use or currently being developed specifically for elderly and disabled people or which would have particular benefits for them (eg from the TIDE programme).

This inventory of systems was then matched with the inventory of user requirements (see Part 1). For each user need in the Inventory of Requirements, TELSCAN considered - to the best of our knowledge - if there is an ATT solution available to meet the user need. This matching process results in a clearer indication of areas where existing solutions are available to meet user needs, where gaps exist, and where there is perhaps not even a prospective solution under development.

Our next task is to define the functions more clearly according to their relevance for elderly and disabled travellers. It will then be possible to suggest where more integrated solutions are possible to enable elderly and disabled travellers to more effectively fulfil their travelling needs within and across more than one mode of transport.

From the literature and surveys thus far, we can begin this process: Our survey of user requirements identified particular problems which could be solved by integrated telematic solutions. As an example, we found that elderly travellers often experience problems in booking taxis in advance for when they return from a destination. They may leave a cold UK airport for a winter break in the sun, and ask the taxi to pick them up 3 months later. Needless to say, the taxi usually forgets! Solutions could be a longer-term taxi-booking system, integrated with an aiport information system, or an easy-to-use, short-term booking system accessible from abroad.

Smart cards pose an exciting opportunity for elderly and disabled travellers. The same card could be used to obtain personalised detail from an information system, to book a taxi, to reserve a train seat which is wheelchair accessible, to pay the fare for different modes of transport, or to purchase a newspaper and coffee en route.

This section will see further developments and ideas as we work closely with the Transport Telematics projects to ensure more usable systems for all.
To be updated on a regular basis

CEC project deliverables listed below can be obtained at cost from
European Commission Host Organisation,
CORDIS Customer Service,
B.P. 2373, L-1023 Luxembourg.
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Appendix 1

Car adaptations for Drivers with Disabilities

In the Guidelines for Systems for Drivers (Part 4) of the Handbook, some aids for drivers with disabilities are mentioned. These are explained briefly below. For further reference and information on all relevant systems in the market worldwide, one should refer to TELAID Deliverables 2A and 6 or seek access to the TELDAT database of driving aids for drivers with special needs (Deliverable 6B of TELAID).

The aids mentioned below are simply indicative of a wide range of possible adaptations, which would include over 100 different types and 500 particular aids.

1. Ring accelerator

The acceleration pedal is replaced by an acceleration ring of smaller radius, mounted on top of the steering wheel and operated by the thumbs or palms of the hands; thus enabling the driver to steer with both hands and safely operate switches on either sides of the steering column.

Such a system is displayed in the figure below.

Figure 1: Guidosimplex acceleration ring

2. Segment accelerator (and brake)

The acceleration pedal is mechanically connected to a semi-circle lever, which is up against the steering wheel, as shown in Figure 2. The brake
pedal can also be connected to the same or an additional lever, as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 2: Segmented grip hand-controlled accelerator function (from Betjeningshjelpmidler i bil © RTF, OSLO).

Figure 3: Feeny & Johnson segmented hand grip lever brake-acceleration aid.

Figure 4: Feeny & Johnson segmented hand grip double lever brake acceleration aid.
3. Push-pull hand controls mounted on the floor

Both acceleration and brake pedals are connected to the same lever, which is mounted on the car floor, between the two seats. The driver brakes by pushing the lever forwards, and accelerates by pulling the lever. The following Figure 5 displays such a system.

Figure 5: Push-pull hand controls mounted on the floor from AMU/Kavlinge.
Appendix 2

Summary Descriptions of Advanced Transport Telematic Systems

The following is a brief summary description of Advanced Transport Telematic systems for drivers referred to in the TELSCAN Handbook. As the Handbook further develops over the course of the project, this section will cover additional systems where new guidelines are proposed. It is also likely that the future will see the introduction of systems not yet envisaged. Such developments will require generic principles for their design and evaluation, and it is an aim of the present work to provide such a generic framework to incorporate developments as they arise.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
This system keeps the car at a steady speed (‘speed control’), and keeps a constant time gap to the car ahead (‘distance control’). It accelerates or decelerates the car to ‘keep in touch’ with the car ahead or maintains a fixed speed if the road ahead is clear. The system can be overridden by the driver or ignored at any time.

Collision Avoidance System (CAS)
This system helps the driver to avoid collisions by detecting other vehicles or obstacles (e.g., using radar). It can warn when approaching another vehicle/obstacle ahead too quickly, and judge the relative speeds of the lead and approaching vehicles. This allows the system to alert the driver to situations that could lead to potential collisions.

Reversing and Parking Aid
These systems detect obstacles behind a vehicle (e.g., using radar). They inform the driver of the distance to obstacles immediately behind and to the side of the car. They can depict the car and adjacent obstacles in a plan diagram, or sound a variable signal (e.g., a tone increasing in pitch) to indicate closing distance. Visual displays could be on the parcel shelf, the dash, or over the rear view mirror.

Route Guidance and Navigation System
This system helps planning a route and finding unfamiliar destinations. It knows the car’s location and stores information about the road network. It can determine the most efficient route to take and give the driver directions to follow this route. The term Dual Mode Route Guidance usually refers to equipment combining the autonomous mode - finding the optimal route solely from the map - and the dynamic mode, which takes account of real-time traffic speeds, throughout the network.

Travel and Traffic Information System/Co-operative Driving
This system gives the driver information about traffic problems on the road ahead. It provides messages relating to bad weather, roadworks, accidents and congestion, and includes information on the location, potential duration, and severity of the problem.
Appendix 3

Summary Descriptions of earlier Simulator Testing
and Field Trials
in the TELAID and EDDIT projects

(to be regularly updated with the results of TELSCAN)

Certain guidelines are suggested based specifically on simulator testing and field trials with elderly or disabled drivers within the TELAID and EDDIT projects. This section will include the description of further tests as their results are integrated into the guidelines. Thus far, guidelines have been developed for:

Reversing Aids - EDDIT project
(Barham, et al., July and Dec. 1994)

Two types of reversing aid were evaluated by EDDIT:

a dashboard-mounted prototype based on infrared technology that gave precise positional information on the locations of objects to the rear of the vehicle (but no audible signal), and

an ultrasound-based system which had its in-vehicle display positioned on the rear parcelshelf of the car and combined a light display and sound to convey information on the proximity of the nearest rearward object.

Both aids were evaluated using the off-road facilities of the Transport Research Laboratory, at Crowthorne. In both cases, a test-site was laid out, using poles, kerb stones and crowd control barriers, to simulate a number of common reversing scenarios, namely those of reversing in a straight line to an object (such as a lamp-post), reversing at a 90° angle into a simulated garage and reversing into a parking space between two parked cars parallel to a kerb. A comparison was made of subjects’ performance in these driving exercises both with and without each of the reversing aids, in terms of the accuracy of their manoeuvres, the time taken for each manoeuvre and the number of collisions that subjects had with kerbs and posts etc. A record was also made of subjects’ scanning behaviour whilst carrying out manoeuvres, with and without electronic assistance, in terms of the duration and direction of each glance made (ie. whether it was made at the reversing aid’s display, the off-side wing-mirror etc.). This enabled an assessment to be made of the extent to which the presence of such in-car technology might impact on the driving task. Finally, to evaluate subjects’ ability to detect a moving object encroaching to the rear of the car whilst they were manoeuvring, a wheelchair was pushed, unannounced, into the path of the reversing test car - once when a reversing aid was in use, and once when no
electronic assistance was available. The requirement of a sensing distance of 3m behind the vehicle is still believed to be reasonable for elderly or disabled drivers. The reversing aids enabled elderly drivers to park more accurately within confined spaces. Subjects preferred the provision of audible, as well as visual warnings.

The system mounted on the rear parcel-shelf of the car could be viewed using the rear view mirror. Subjects viewed this display almost exclusively through the rear-view mirror. In terms of the manoeuvring time spent glancing in each direction, the introduction of this system resulted in a substantial increase in the use of the rear-view mirror, and a marked decrease in glances over both shoulders and at both wing mirrors. This positioning was also preferable from the point of view of minimising the level of complexity of the driving task. The conclusion from the evaluations was that, whereas the dashboard-mounted display both increased the number of changes of glance made by subjects and increased manoeuvring time (indicating an increase in drivers’ visual and mental workload whilst manoeuvring), volunteers were not affected in either way when using the display positioned to the rear.

(Barham et al., July and Dec 1994)

**Route Guidance Systems - EDDIT project**

*(Oxley, et al., Dec. 1994)*

Three Route Guidance Systems were evaluated on the open road in the vicinity of the Ford Design Centre at Laindon, Essex. These were a Bosch TravelPilot, a Phillips CARIN device and a similar system provided by Motorola. All were installed in a Ford Scorpio, and were used by subjects on the same pre-set test route. In line with the common methodology of EDDIT, subjects’ performance and behaviour whilst executing a given driving task was measured and recorded both with and without electronic assistance. In the case of the Route Guidance Systems, the subjects’ task was to key in a given destination using the in-vehicle device provided, and then to follow the instructions given by the system to this destination. Test subjects were monitored in two ways: (i) a continuous log was kept of the time during which subjects were looking at the system’s screen and the time during which they were looking straight ahead (which provided data on the frequency of glances at this screen, glance duration and the proportion of driving time that was spent with the eyes off the road), and (ii) an (ex-Police) expert driving assessor sat in the front seat of the test car and evaluated subjects’ driving performance in terms of ten key driving parameters, including positioning, separation, use of gears, brakes etc. Problems and recommendations were made for each of the systems tested, including for example, timing of instructions; content and detail of map-based systems; operation of the systems while driving; and mode, quality, location, size and contrast of output.
Gap Acceptance / Collision Avoidance - EDDIT project
(Oxley et al., Jan. 1995)

One of the most common types of accident to befall elderly drivers is a collision at a road junction, particularly at a junction where the driver is required to manoeuvre into or across a stream of on-coming traffic. A test was designed, therefore, to assess the feasibility of a device that could act as a decision support mechanism for drivers in such situations. For obvious safety reasons, and because no technology currently exists to accurately measure the gap between successive cars in a stream of traffic, these evaluations were carried out on the driving simulator of the Transport Research Laboratory at Crowthorne. Two driving scenarios were simulated: a right turn from a major road into a minor road across on-coming traffic, and both a left- and right-turn at a T-junction. A device designed by GEC-Marconi Avionics was installed on the dashboard of the simulator’s car - this device consisted of a simple two-light display: a green light which was illuminated when the current gap in the stream of traffic was six seconds or longer, and a red light that was illuminated whenever a gap was less than six seconds. For the simulated T-junction scenario, there were two such displays installed; one to indicate when the gap in the traffic approaching from the left was “safe”, and one to perform the same role for traffic approaching from the right. A further advantage of using a driving simulator for this part of the evaluation was that data on minute aspects of subjects’ driving performance were able to be recorded in real time. Therefore, as well as being able to provide attitudinal information (i.e., subjects’ reaction to having such a device to help them make decisions, and their level of compliance with the system’s instructions), it was also possible to closely monitor subjects’ manoeuvring speed, instances of hesitation and any collisions / near misses with other vehicles, both with and without electronic assistance. Using the electronic device significantly increased the number of near misses experienced by subjects, which implies that some on-going indication of the proximity of a possible collision with an on-coming vehicle might be useful. It was found that for this equipment to enter the marketplace, the threshold for advising the driver to initiate a manoeuvre would need to be tailored to the requirements and capabilities of the individual.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) - TELAID project
(Peters, 1995a)

A driving simulator study on ACC driving was performed with drivers with lower limb disabilities (Peters 1995a). The subjects were accustomed to driving with hand controls for the accelerator and brakes, and the simulator was equipped with an ACC system. The purpose of the study was to investigate how ACC driving would influence workload, comfort and driving behaviour of drivers with lower limb disabilities, and also to see if ACC driving had a different influence on the driver depending on the type of hand control system being used. It was found that workload was lower and performance better for the ACC driving condition. The subjects also thought that they
could control both speed and distance to leading vehicles better with the ACC system than when driving manually. Their variations in speed decreased when the ACC was available, but the system did not influence choice reaction time, speed level, lateral position or variation in lateral position. Mean time headway for the car following situations was shorter for the ACC condition compared to manual driving. The ACC system was well received, wanted and trusted by the subjects.

The study revealed that this group of drivers prefer a longer average headway than that which the system used. Therefore, it is important that the headway parameter of the ACC system is individually adjustable according to these drivers’ needs and preferences. Drivers with different types of impairments should be included when the adjustable range of the headway is determined. As a starting point it is recommended that the ACC system uses a headway which is 0.7 seconds longer compared to that used for able-bodied drivers. For example, an often used headway value is 1.4 seconds in ACC systems. This value should be prolonged to 2.1 seconds.

It is recommended, however, that testing in real traffic is undertaken to validate these guidelines.

**Reversing Aids - TELAID project**  
(*Peters, 1995b*)

The purpose of this field study in TELAID was to test parking behaviour and attitudes to two reversing aid systems, compared to an unsupported condition. Reversing into parking spaces often requires a precise control of the car. Drivers with physical disabilities, especially restricted flexibility in the neck region, find parking difficult as their direct view of the rear is limited. Reversing aids based on various ATT technologies have been developed mainly for trucks and buses. These aids could be used to alleviate the identified problems for this group of drivers with special needs.

Nine drivers with various physical impairments participated in a field test of two different reversing aids. One system used a video camera placed in the rear window and provided only visual feedback on the dashboard mounted monitor. The other system consisted of ultrasonic sensors on the rear bumper and provided both auditory and visual feedback to the driver. It was found that the ultrasonic system gave better support to the drivers. A probable reason for this result is that this system provided redundant feedback and interfered less with the driving task. This system also informed the driver of the position of rear obstacles based on ISO defined warning zones (*Peters, 1995b*).

Even though most of the differences between the systems were not significant, it seems likely that both systems can improve parking behaviour for drivers with special needs and that the systems will be accepted by the drivers. More testing of reversing aids is needed with elderly and disabled
drivers in order to find out to what extent these systems will promote their independent mobility.

The control of input devices - TELAID project (Verwey, 1995)

The possibility of drivers with no functional use of the lower parts of the body (i.e., people with paraplegia) to use various types of input devices while driving with adaptations was examined. From the controls currently used in ATT devices, a sample of controls varying in type, size and position were selected as well as an adapted control (head support switch) (Veenbaas, 1995). Subjects with paraplegia drove in a driving simulator on straight road sections and negotiated roundabouts, left turns, and curves. In these situations they performed a response task, using the selected buttons and switches. Their performance was compared with that of able-bodied drivers. The results indicate that a segment accelerator reduces the ability to operate buttons and switches more than a ring accelerator, but that even with a ring accelerator a disadvantage will remain for people with paraplegia. The study also supports the notion for all drivers that expectations or intentions to perform a certain task may affect driving performance and that the extent that driving is affected depends on the type of input device. In Part 3 guidelines are suggested for the control of telematic applications (Verwey, 1995).
Appendix 4

Application of the TELSCAN Guidelines to HARDIE Guidelines for Route Guidance and Navigation Systems

Introduction

This Appendix applies the TELSCAN guidelines from Parts 2, 3 and 4A to the guidelines on information presentation for route guidance and navigation systems from the DRIVE II HARDIE Project V2008 (Ross et al., Chapter 2, 1996).

This exercise is an example of how the TELSCAN guidelines can be more widely applied to specific systems or existing guidelines. The HARDIE guidelines have been used to exemplify this point, with cross-referencing back to the guidelines in Parts 2, 3 and 4A of this Handbook. For ease of reference, the original HARDIE guideline numbering system has been retained.

Under each heading HARDIE has produced several guidelines, including the rationale (with references), examples and further reading. Not all headings have been included in this exercise in order to demonstrate a selection of guidelines that have particular relevance to elderly and disabled drivers. Even if a heading is included, not all the guidelines under that heading have been reproduced. Those that are repeated here, however, are repeated verbatim.

This Appendix is under review to capture specific guidelines on designing route guidance and navigation systems that will be more usable by elderly and disabled drivers, and these will be integrated into Part 4B of the Handbook.
HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

I. NAVIGATION VS. GUIDANCE

Guidance should be given in the form of simple, step-by-step instructions at each manoeuvre.

Whilst driving, drivers should not be expected to process complex information to obtain the desired route, i.e. the system should not display a map with a highlighted route.

If these two guidelines are followed, the system will be subjectively less demanding and will minimise visual and attentional distraction from the main driving task.

To accommodate driver preference the provision of an “overview” screen in map form should be available, on request, whilst the driver is stationary.

**TELSCLAN Guideline References:**
2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
2A.5 Ease of learning
2A.6 Familiarity/Conformance to expectations
2A.7 Comfort in operation
3B.3 Choice of output format

**TELSCLAN Comment:**
This guideline is likely to be particularly important for people with cognitive impairments, such as a lack of spatial awareness or an inability to process complex sources of information. It is also important for people with hearing impairments, as their visual channel already has a higher workload and the situation must not be made more difficult through the introduction of ATT.
II. INFORMATION CONTENT

1. General

Information about one (preferably) or two (if necessary) manoeuvres ahead should be the maximum presented to the driver at any one time.

Systems should be able to vary the amount of information depending on the driving time between manoeuvres.

A system should include information on the following, whilst using a careful design so as not to overload the driver:
- Direction of next manoeuvre
- Current position
- Road layout
- Distance to next manoeuvre
- Landmarks
- Street names (from and to) or directions related to road signs
- Distance to destination

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
2A.2 Including elderly and disabled travellers in design
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
2A.7 Ease of learning
3B.3 Comfort in operation
C.2 Choice of output format
4A.17 Timing of information/response times

TELSCAN Comment:
It is important that the upper limit of variable information presentation is tailored to the abilities and capacities of all drivers. This is particularly important for drivers with cognitive limitations (e.g. impaired short-term memory, reduced information processing ability), or skeletal/physical impairments. For the latter group, drivers may already be under high levels of mental workload operating specific hand/foot controls. Therefore, if all the suggested information were presented, such drivers may experience overload. The sequence and priority of the listed categories of information will also depend on the type of route guidance and navigation system. The guideline does state the need for careful design though, and this should be stressed even more for disabled and older drivers. Testing is advisable for most groups.
II. INFORMATION CONTENT

2. Landmarks

Landmarks should be included in guidance information, provided that a clear representation (visually and/or auditory) is technically possible. Such information will give clarification of the manoeuvre to take and thus increase driver confidence in the system.

The following landmarks are proposed for use within a system. It is recommended that those landmarks towards the top of the table are used wherever possible.

1. Traffic lights
2. Pelican crossing
3. Bridge over road
4. Hump-backed bridge
5. Petrol station
6. Monument
7. Railway station
8. Road sign/signpost

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**

- 2A.2 Including elderly and disabled travellers in design
- 2A.3 Ease of use for more people
- 3B.1 Choice of output mode
- 3B.6 Size or intensity of output
- 3B.10 Use of symbolic language

**TELSCAN Comment:**

It must be noted that the above landmarks can only be recommended for use in the UK. Terminology must also be used with care; for example, the ‘pelican crossing’ is particularly British and could instead be termed a ‘signal-controlled pedestrian crossing’. Care should also be taken with road signs/signposts, because these can be changed and frequent up-dating is needed. However, the study from which the list was derived produced a tentative predictor model which should allow the generation of a similar list for use in other countries/environments.

The requirement for a clear visual representation of a landmark will be more important for drivers who experience hearing difficulties and hence place a greater reliance on the visual information source. For visually presented landmarks, it may also be appropriate to combine text with symbols. Such redundancy, whilst taking care not to produce a cluttered display, will be beneficial in reducing uncertainty for older drivers and people with cognitive impairments. Although the study from which this guideline was derived did not include disabled or older people, it is felt that the criteria used to prioritise the importance of the listed landmarks would not be affected in most cases.
A possible exception may exist for drivers with reduced visual acuity and/or field of vision and people with cognitive impairments. Testing is advisable for these groups.
II. INFORMATION CONTENT

4. Road Layout

Road layout information should be provided to the driver. This should be in a schematic form.

If this is not possible, simple visual information . . . can be used, but only if:

Sufficient spatial cues are provided within the auditory instruction (taking care not to make the message too long as a result)

OR

Good landmarks are used as part of the display.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.6 Familiarity/Conformance to expectations
3B.1 Choice of output mode
3B.6 Size or intensity of output

TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline could be a problem for people with hearing and cognitive impairments. Additional auditory information cannot be provided for people with hearing impairments, and we cannot assume that landmarks will help those with cognitive impairments. Therefore, it is suggested that the system must have schematic representation of the actual road layout for these groups. Further testing is also recommended to substantiate this recommendation.

Consideration must also be given to the degree of impairment for which provision should be made, given that progression must be associated with increasing accident risk.
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III. SCHEDULING OF INFORMATION

2. Timing of Instruction

For manoeuvres which meet the following criteria:
• leaving the current route
• not requiring a lane change
• not at the end of a road
• without a slip road (i.e. a sudden turn)
• for speeds between 18 and 101 kph

The distance at which the final auditory guidance instruction should be given can be based on the following equations (where 'speed' is vehicle speed when the instruction is given):

Preferred Minimum Distance (m) = [Speed (kph) x 1.637] + 14.799
Ideal Distance (m) = [Speed (kph) x 1.973] + 21.307
Preferred Maximum Distance (m) = [Speed (kph) x 2.222] + 37.144

The following show example values for each of the equations above:

| SPEED (KPH): 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 |
|------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Min. Distance (m): 48 64 80 97 113 129 146 162 178 |
| Ideal Distance (m): 61 80 100 120 140 159 179 199 219 |
| Max. Distance (m): 82 104 126 148 170 193 215 237 259 |

TELSCAN Guideline References:
3B.1 Choice of output mode
4A.17 Timing of information/response times

TELSCAN Comment:
This is a guideline for presenting an auditory message. It requires testing for visual information presented to drivers who experience hearing difficulties.

Furthermore, the guideline was derived from a study in which no disabled or elderly drivers took part. It is likely that drivers who have slower response times, either as a result of age or a particular cognitive impairment, require messages to be presented earlier, but not too far in advance so as to forget it before action is due. Testing is recommended for these drivers.
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III. SCHEDULING OF INFORMATION

3. Stacking of Instructions

For manoeuvres which meet the following criteria:
- leaving the current route
- not requiring a lane change
- not at the end of a road
- without a slip road (i.e. a sudden turn)
- for speeds between 18 and 101 kph

If the distance between two manoeuvres is less than the "Ideal Distance" recommended for that speed (see III. Scheduling of Information, 2. Timing of Instructions), then the verbal instructions for the two manoeuvres should both be given prior to the first manoeuvre, i.e. "Take the next left and then the second right".

If avoidable, no more than two instructions should be given together.

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**

- 2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
- 2A.3 Ease of use for more people
- 3B.1 Choice of output mode
- 4A.17 Timing of information/response times

**TELSCAN Comment:**

This is a guideline for presenting an auditory message. It requires testing for visual information presented to drivers who experience hearing difficulties.

Stacking, i.e. presenting two instructions within the same message, might be a problem for drivers with particular cognitive limitations, e.g. impaired short-term memory, reduced information processing ability. However, NOT stacking instructions that are close together may be even worse. Testing is recommended.
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IV. VISUAL VS AUDITORY INFORMATION

The ideal output media for route guidance is a combination of auditory and visual information. This enables drivers to adapt their strategies for information uptake according to driving task conditions.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
3B.1 Choice of output mode
4A.17 Timing of information/response times

TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline may still be applicable for drivers with skeletal/physical impairments; however, it requires modification to cater for people with severe hearing difficulties and visual/reading impairments.

It is generally accepted that, for non-disabled drivers, the primary modality for presenting route guidance information should be the auditory channel. Visual information should be available for confirmation purposes. However, using only one mode (if unable to hear/see/read the other) is very likely to cause problems, as the system will be designed to use as a ‘whole’, and each mode will not work well on its own. It is foreseeable that a completely different design would be needed for these impairments.
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V. MAPS

1. Information Content/Complexity

Ideally, a map should not be displayed to the driver whilst in motion. If this is deemed to be necessary, then the map information should not be the main source of information at each manoeuvre, i.e., the map information should be supplemented or replaced by turn-by-turn information specific to that manoeuvre.

When a map is shown whilst in motion, the information content of the map should be as simple as possible. A suggested maximum amount of information is: current location, destination, highlighted route, name of current road, name of destination road.

Preferably a map should only be shown whilst stationary. Where this is the case, the map can contain more detailed information to allow the driver to plan a future route or review a completed route. Detailed information should not, however, result in a cluttered display.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
4A.5 Ease of adjustment while driving
3B.5 and
4A.19 Density of information

TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline is likely to be particularly important for people with specific cognitive impairments (e.g. limited spatial awareness/information processing ability), and drivers who have reduced visual acuity (as a result of age or a visual impairment).
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V. MAPS

3. Text Display

The provision of text on maps should be avoided as much as possible to prevent a cluttered display.

When text is necessary on a map display (e.g. street names) it should, wherever possible, be displayed horizontally. Rotation of text will cause reading difficulties.

The number of names presented on a display should be limited to 2 or 3.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
3B.5 and
4A.19 Density of information
3B.6 Size or intensity of output

TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline is likely to be particularly important for people with specific cognitive impairments (e.g. limited information processing ability), and drivers who have reduced visual acuity (as a result of age or a visual impairment). Furthermore, the guideline will be important for drivers who have difficulties in reading.
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V. MAPS

4. Scale

Whilst driving, the driver should not be required to manually zoom in and out to different scale levels. Instead, the system should automatically present the optimum amount of usable information.

TELSSCAN Guideline References:
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
4A.5 Ease of adjustment while driving
4A.10 Automatic operation of systems
4A.20 Size or intensity of output

TELSSCAN Comment:
This guideline does not indicate what the optimum amount of usable information might be for different driving situations. This issue is of particular relevance for drivers who have reduced visual abilities (e.g. acuity), as a result of age or an impairment. Drivers will vary in the degree to which they experience difficulties, and hence may differ in the optimum amount of information that should be present within a map display. As a consequence, it is possible that specialist calibration of the system is required for such individuals.
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V. MAPS

5. North-Up vs. Heading-Up

If use of a map display is necessary whilst moving then, generally, the orientation should be 'heading-up' (i.e. where the direction of travel of the vehicle is always 'up' the display). In most cases, a 'north-up' orientation should not be displayed whilst driving - nor should any other world referenced frame (e.g. south-up). There may be some situations where a combined (heading-up and north-up) display may be more useful, however current knowledge is insufficient to provide concrete guidelines on the use of this type of display.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
2A.6 Familiarity/Conformance to expectations
3B.3 Choice of output format

TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline is likely to be particularly important for people with specific cognitive impairments (e.g. limited spatial awareness/information processing ability), and drivers who have reduced visual acuity (as a result of age or a visual impairment). However, these groups have never been included in empirical studies and may exhibit different behaviour/preferences (i.e., would north-up be better?) This is unlikely, but still should be tested.
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VI. TURN-BY-TURN INFORMATION

1. Information Content/Complexity

Turn-by-turn guidance systems should give the following information to the driver:
- Direction of next manoeuvre
- Current position (in relation to next manoeuvre)
- Road layout (geometry)
- Distance to next manoeuvre
- Landmarks
- Street names (from and to) or directions relating to relevant road signs
- Distance to destination

A priority order cannot easily be given for each item of information. However, as a general rule, the first four items are probably the most important, primary information required. The remainder are advisable as supplementary, secondary information to increase driver confidence.

The layout and format of the visual display should be such that the primary information can be quickly and easily seen. Secondary information should also be visible, but can be less prominent.

The overall aim should be to design a display which contains all relevant information whilst remaining uncluttered.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
- 2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
- 2A.3 Ease of use for more people
- 3B.3 Choice of output format
- 4A.17 Timing of information/response times
- 3B.5 and
- 4A.19 Density of information
- 3B.10 Use of symbolic language

TELSCAN Comment:

It is important that the upper limit of variable information presentation is tailored to the abilities and capacities of all drivers. This is particularly important for drivers with cognitive limitations (e.g. impaired short-term memory, reduced information processing ability), or skeletal/physical impairments. For the latter group, drivers may already be under high levels of mental workload operating specific hand/foot controls. Therefore, if all the suggested information were presented, such drivers may experience overload. For example, street names are seldom visible to drivers (if present at all) but a junction name is acceptable if prominently displayed at advance signs. The guideline does state the need for careful design though, and this
should be stressed even more for disabled and older drivers. Testing is advisable for most groups.
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VI. TURN-BY-TURN INFORMATION

2. Symbols vs. Text

For direction information, visual information should be in the form of symbols not text (these should be supplemented by auditory instructions).

The symbols used should be well known, well accepted or self-explanatory.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
2A.5 Ease of learning
2A.6 Familiarity/Conformance to expectations
3B.3 Choice of output format
3B.10 Use of symbolic language

TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline is likely to be particularly important for people with specific cognitive impairments (e.g. limited information processing ability), and drivers who have reduced visual acuity (as a result of age or a visual impairment).
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VI. TURN-BY-TURN INFORMATION

3. North-Up vs. Heading-Up

Step-by-step guidance instructions should be presented to the driver in a heading-up orientation.

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
- 2A.3 Ease of use for more people
- 2A.6 Familiarity/Conformance to expectations
- 3B.3 Choice of output format

**TELSCAN Comment:**
This guideline is likely to be particularly important for people with specific cognitive impairments (e.g. limited spatial awareness/information processing ability), and drivers who have reduced visual acuity (as a result of age or a visual impairment). However, these groups have never been included in empirical studies and may exhibit different behaviour/preferences (i.e., would north-up be better?) This is unlikely, but still should be tested.
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VI. TURN-BY-TURN INFORMATION

4. Text

On a guidance display, use of text should be limited to street names (or directions relating to relevant road signs) and distance.

The amount of text presented on a display should be limited to 2 or 3 units.

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
- 2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
- 2A.3 Ease of use for more people
- 3B.5 and
- 4A.19 Density of information
- 3B.6 Size or intensity of output

**TELSCAN Comment:**
The ability of drivers to see/read/understand text units should be tested with drivers with reduced visual acuity (as a result of age or an impairment), those with reading difficulties, and people with cognitive impairments (e.g. reduced information processing ability). Such groups may require an emphasis on different information types and/or a limited set of units available as an option.
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VI. TURN-BY-TURN INFORMATION

5. Message Structure

Auditory messages should be kept as simple as possible. Ideally, only the direction of the manoeuvre should be given (and possibly some simple road layout information, e.g. 'sharp' right or 'left fork'). For situations where supporting information is necessary as confirmation, e.g., the name of the street to turn onto, this should be added to the end of the message, or presented visually.

If longer messages are required, the most important information should be presented at the beginning or at the end of the message.

All messages should contain a prompt to the driver that a new instruction is to be presented. This prompt can either be extrinsic (an alerting tone) or intrinsic (a word at the beginning of the message which does not contain guidance information, but gives sentence structure).

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
3B.1 Choice of output mode
4A.17 Timing of information/response times
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings - Auditory signals/warnings

TELSCAN Comment:
Lengthy auditory messages would be especially problematic for drivers with short-term memory difficulties (as a result of age or a cognitive impairment). Street names are seldom visible to drivers (if present at all) but a junction name is acceptable if prominently displayed at advance signs. It will also be important to consider carefully the words used within an auditory message to ensure that voice instructions are usable by drivers with language difficulties (e.g. aphasia).
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VI. TURN-BY-TURN INFORMATION

6. Repeating Messages

The driver should be able to request a repeat of an auditory message.

The number of possible repeats should not be restricted.

The repeat function should be easily accessible to the driver (e.g. via a control on, or close to, the steering wheel).

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
3A.1 Choice of input mode
4A.17 Timing of information/response times

TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline will be irrelevant for drivers with severe hearing impairments who are using a visual-only route guidance system. However, it will be important for people with slight hearing impairments or memory problems.

The repeat function control should be modifiable to accommodate drivers with skeletal/physical impairments, e.g. through a voice activated control option.
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VII. LINKING TO EXTERNAL INFORMATION

The information presented by a route guidance system should be consistent with any information presented on the road.

The roadside information to consider for compatibility includes: road numbers, road names, direction signs, number of lanes, give way/stop signs, and variable message signs (VMS) for direction, lane closures and diversions.

TELSCEAN Guideline References:
2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
2A.5 Ease of learning
A.7 Familiarity/Conformance to expectations
3B.3 Choice of output format
3B.10 Use of symbolic language

TELSCEAN Comment:
Particular drivers may already experience problems in viewing and interpreting external information, for example, people with visual or reading impairments using road signs. Route guidance systems should not exacerbate such difficulties by providing information within the vehicle which is inconsistent with that outside. Furthermore, systems should not present too much information, and hence become over-complex leading to increased workload levels.
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VIII. VISUAL INFORMATION

1. Physical Characteristics

Reflection
Reflection of light from the surface of the display should be minimised.

Glare
Glare from the surface of the display should be minimised.

Ambient Illumination
The illumination of the display should be adaptable to changes in ambient light (e.g. day or night) to ensure that the illumination of the display is suitable for all ambient light conditions.

It is recommended that the display is illuminated automatically according to the ambient light.

Luminance
The luminance of the display should be easily adjustable by the driver, to suit the conditions (ambient illumination).
An automatic adjustment of the display according to the ambient light is recommended.

Contrast
The contrast between text/graphics and background depends on the users’ selection of positive or negative representation. It should amount to at least 1:3 to 1:5.
Not more than two states of contrast should be used (as a code or signal).

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
4A.5 Ease of adjustment while driving
3A.1 Choice of input mode
4A.10 Automatic operation of systems
3B.7 Clarity and contrast of output
3D.4 Reflections or glare from the equipment

TELSCAN Comment:
This set of guidelines is of particular importance to older eyes which are more susceptible to the effects of poor lighting conditions, particularly glare, poor ambient light levels and a lack of contrast. It also applies to a number of other visually impaired people. Automatic adjustment of the display according to the ambient light would be especially important and helpful.
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VIII. VISUAL INFORMATION

2. Information Design Aspects

Display Format
The displays should be well structured. Related information should be coded so that it can be perceived as such (e.g. by colour, form, grouping, location - a maximum of 9 locations). The driver should be able to distinguish between the different types of system output (e.g. feedback, questions, warnings, error messages, menus etc.).

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
3B.3 Choice of output format
3B.5 and
4A.19 Density of information
3B.6 Size or intensity of output
3B.7 Clarity and intensity of output
3B.9 Use of colour

TELSCAN Comment:
Drivers with reduced visual acuity (as a result of age or an impairment) or people with cognitive impairments may require a limited set of locations. Testing is recommended.

Text Size
Letters used in a display should be large enough to read in the moving vehicle environment (e.g. if the distance between the driver and the display = 60 cm, then letter-height should = 6 mm).

TELSCAN Guideline References:
4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
3B.6 Size or intensity of output

TELSCAN Comment:
Adjustable text size may be necessary for drivers with reduced visual acuity, although small displays (e.g. on a standard-size radio receiver) may limit what can be done.
Font
No more than two different fonts and two types of emphasis should be used.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
3B.3 Choice of output format

TELSCAN Comment:
Drivers with reduced visual acuity or people with cognitive impairments may find two fonts and two types of emphasis difficult to distinguish or confusing. Testing is recommended.

Symbols/Icons
The number of symbols should be restricted to a manageable amount for the driver.

The meaning of each symbol should be recognisable for the average driver.

A maximum of four symbol sizes should be used.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
3B.3 Choice of output format
3B.10 Use of symbolic language

TELSCAN Comment:
Adjustable symbol size may be necessary for drivers with reduced visual acuity. Also, a maximum of four symbol sizes may be too great, particularly for people who find it difficult to understand abstracts, such as symbols.
Colour
Colour stereotypes should be followed (DIN 66234/5: Display work station; Coding of information): red = alarms; yellow = warnings; green = normal).

Not more than four different colours should be used (excluding black and white).

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
3B.9 Use of colour

**TELSCAN Comment:**
These guidelines will not apply for people with particular types of colour-blindness or reduced colour sensitivity. It should be possible for the user or a competent specialist to select particular tones and intensities of colour to cater for individual difficulties.

Coding
The system syntax should be easy to learn and easy to remember.

Information of differing importance (normal - warning - danger) should be coded differently by the use of stereotypes (colour, frequency, etc.).

Related information should be coded so that it can be perceived as such (e.g. by colour, form, grouping, location - a maximum of 9 locations). The driver should be able to distinguish between the different types of system output (e.g. feedback, questions, warnings, error messages, menus etc.).

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
2A.5 Ease of learning
3B.1 Choice of output mode
3B.3 Choice of output format
3B.9 Use of colour
3B.10 Use of symbolic language
TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline will be particularly important to ensure that a system is usable by drivers with memory limitations and/or learning difficulties.

In addition, particular impairment groups, for example drivers with reduced visual acuity or people with cognitive impairments, may require simpler symbology sets, with for example fewer location options. People with reading/hearing difficulties or people with cognitive impairments often have a different language structure. This point should also be considered for other guidelines relating to message structures.

Timing of Presentation
Information needed by the driver should be presented with respect to traffic within an appropriate temporal margin.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
4A.17 Timing of information/response times

TELSCAN Comment:
This is particularly relevant to people with limited processing capacity due to cognitive impairment or high workload.

Information Density
The number of information units relevant for decisions (symbols, streets, street names) within an actual display should be controlled by the system once selected by the driver (DIN 66234/3).

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
3B.3 Choice of output format
3B.5 and
4A.19 Density of information

TELSCAN Comment:
It is recommended that tutored selection be provided by a competent specialist for elderly people and people with cognitive impairments. In any case, testing with these user groups is recommended.
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VIII. VISUAL INFORMATION

3. System Interaction

Personalising Information
The structure of the menus should be logically organised and oriented to the driver's demands (e.g. the most frequent function should be the easiest to select).

It should be possible to select according to different levels of system experience (novice - expert).

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
3B.3 Choice of output format

TELSCAN Comment:
It is recommended that set options are available within the system design which are manually selectable or selected via a smart card. In any case, testing of these set options is especially needed for elderly people and people with cognitive impairments to ensure the options meet special requirements. The aim should be to present to all drivers all the information which is genuinely useful and no more.

Personalising Information
The driver should be able to control the speed and frequency of information presentation.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
4A.17 Timing of information/response times

TELSCAN Comment:
This is particularly relevant for elderly drivers with slower response times or for people with limited processing capacity due to cognitive impairment or high workload. It is recommended that set options are available within the system design which are manually selectable or selected via a smart card. In any case, testing of these set options is especially needed for elderly
people and people with cognitive impairments to ensure the options meet special requirements. In some cases, tutored calibration by a competent specialist may be needed.
Perception of System State
Presentation of new information or a new system state (e.g. task solved, new display) should be clearly announced (e.g. by an acoustic message or signal).

TELSCAN Guideline References:
3B.1 Choice of output mode

TELSCAN Comment:
For people with severe hearing impairments an alternative alerting signal needs to be provided. However, this could be difficult visually as acoustic signals are well suited to this task. Testing of alternative methods, for example, use of the tactile sense, is recommended.
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IX. AUDITORY INFORMATION

TELSNAC Guideline References:
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
3B.1 Choice of output mode

General TELSCAN Comment:
In general, this section is irrelevant for people with severe hearing impairments. This should be borne in mind for all guidelines in this section. Those with mild or moderate hearing impairments may be able to use some auditory output but such usage may be inadvisable if the output is likely to be degraded. It is recommended that appropriate system parameters (e.g. the types/amount of visual information, auditory message volume, tone, quality, etc.) be adaptable enough to accommodate an individual’s level of impairment.

1. Physical Characteristics
   Sound Quality
   The signal - noise difference of acoustic signals to ambient noise should be high enough for easy discrimination.

   Ambient Noise
   The loudness of acoustic signals should be adjusted automatically to the ambient noise.

   Loudness
   The loudness of acoustic signals should be easily adjusted manually by the driver (a minimum, audible limit should be set for warning/alarm signals).

   Absolute and relative tone intensities should become greater when ambient noise becomes greater at higher speeds. The system should provide an increasing speech volume when the level of the ambient noise increases.

TELSNAC Guideline References:
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
3A.1 Choice of input mode
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings - Audible signals/warnings
TELSCAN Comment:
Systems should either be adjustable or adaptable to meet the needs of elderly and disabled drivers. The system could also store adjustments set by the driver (with the assistance of a competent specialist, if necessary) to subsequently present signals at an appropriate level. Although a minimum, audible limit should be set for warning/alarm signals, sudden noise could cause muscle spasticity for some people with disabilities and could be hazardous. (See 4A.21, Auditory signals/warnings). Manual adjustment of loudness for people with physical impairments may be problematic, if not impossible. A voice controlled system should be considered as an alternative.

Frequency Range
The acoustic signals should lie in the range of 200 to 8000 Hertz. Audible cues should lie in the range of 500 to 3000 Hertz (this is likely to be appropriate for the auditory threshold of the majority of the drivers).

Rationale:
UK Draft Code of Practice: Recommends that: for tones the range should be 500 to 3000 Hertz (2000 Hertz for elderly persons); for speech the pitch should remain above 500 Hertz if the frequency spectrum needs to be modified to overcome background noise.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings - Auditory signals/warnings

TELSCAN Comment:
Hearing loss from noise exposure and age tends to be in the frequency range from 3000 to 6000 Hz. It is recommended that the upper limit of 2000 Hz. be adopted to cater for people with mild/moderate hearing loss.
2. Information Design Aspects

Different Presentation Types
If speech or audible cues can be used, then different kinds of information (warning, status messages, user requests) should be represented by different types of auditory presentation.

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
3B.3 Choice of output format
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings - Auditory signals/warnings

**TELSCAN Comment:**
The ability of drivers to distinguish between different signals should be tested for people with cognitive impairments (e.g. reduced information processing ability), and those with hearing difficulties. Such groups may require a limited set of signals available as an option.

Speech, Vocabulary
Drivers should be able to switch easily between any modality of information presentation. However, the system should define the information which cannot be influenced by the driver, e.g., alerting cues, alarm signals.

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
4A.5 Ease of adjustment while driving
3A.1 Choice of input mode

**TELSCAN Comment:**
Manual switching may be problematic, if not impossible for drivers with particular physical impairments. Voice activation should be considered as an alternative mode.
Coding Stereotypes
Auditory displays with distinctive sounds should be employed to code items requiring special driver attention.

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
3B.3 Choice of output format
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings - Auditory signals/warnings

**TELSCAN Comment:**
The ability of drivers to distinguish between different signals should be tested for people with cognitive impairments (e.g. reduced information processing ability), and those with hearing difficulties. Such groups may require a limited set of signals available as an option.

Timing of Information
Spoken messages should be understandable, relevant, timely and repeatable (if the message was not understood).

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
4A.5 Ease of adjustment while driving
3A.1 Choice of input mode
3B.3 Choice of output format
4A.17 Timing of information/response times
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings

**TELSCAN Comment:**
The number of spoken messages and the ability to distinguish between them should be tested for people with cognitive and hearing impairments. A limited set of messages may be required for these groups and should be an available option. Manually eliciting a repeat function may be problematic, if not impossible for drivers with particular physical impairments. Voice activation should be considered as an alternative mode in these cases.
Information Density
When driving, the optimal perceptual and cognitive solution should be a maximum of 7 - 9 information units contained within an auditory message for road information. However, for safety reasons it is generally recommended that traffic information should not contain more than 3 - 4 units of important information.

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
3B.3 Choice of output format
3B.5 and
4A.19 Density of information
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings - Auditory signals/warnings

**TELSCAN Comment:**
The ability of drivers to hear and understand different information units should be tested with people with cognitive impairments (e.g. reduced information processing ability), and those with hearing difficulties. People with cognitive impairments require a limited set of units available as an option.

Transience, Repetition
Spoken messages should be repeatable at the driver's request.

The driver should be able to switch (forwards and backwards) to the required information.

The driver should be able to switch off repetition of the speech output.

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**
4A.1 Safety in controlling the vehicle
4A.9 Choice of input mode
4A.5 Ease of adjustment while driving
4A.17 Timing of information/response times

**TELSCAN Comment:**
Manual eliciting of a repeat function may be problematic, if not impossible for drivers with particular physical impairments. Voice activation should be considered as an alternative option in these cases.
Appendix 5

Application of the TELSCAN Guidelines to HARDIE Guidelines for Collision Avoidance Systems

Introduction

This Appendix applies the TELSCAN guidelines from Parts 2, 3 and 4A to the guidelines on information presentation for collision avoidance systems (CAS) from the DRIVE II HARDIE Project V2008 (Ross et al., Chapter 3, 1996).

This exercise is an example of how the TELSCAN guidelines can be more widely applied to specific systems or existing guidelines. The HARDIE guidelines have been used to exemplify this point, with cross-referencing back to the guidelines in Parts 2, 3 and 4A of this Handbook. For ease of reference, the original HARDIE guideline numbering system has been retained.

Under each heading HARDIE has produced several guidelines, including the rationale (with references), examples and further reading. Not all headings have been included in this exercise in order to demonstrate a selection of guidelines that have particular relevance to elderly and disabled drivers. Even if a heading is included, not all the guidelines under that heading have been reproduced. Those that are repeated here, however, are repeated verbatim.

This Appendix is under review to capture specific guidelines on designing collision avoidance systems that will be more usable by elderly and disabled drivers, and these will be integrated into Part 4D of the Handbook.
HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)
I. AUDITORY SIGNALS

3. General Characteristics

If an auditory signal is used for the collision warning then it should be designed to meet the following criteria

1. It should alert but not startle.

2. It should not be easily confused with other auditory sounds both inside and outside the vehicle.

3. It should be audible above any background sounds and noise.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
4A.10 Automatic operation of systems
4A.20 Size or intensity of output
3B.8 and
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings - Auditory signals/warnings

TELSCAN Comment:
Systems should either be adjustable or adaptable to meet the needs of elderly and disabled drivers. The system could also store adjustments set by the driver (with the assistance of a competent specialist) to subsequently present signals at an appropriate level. Although a minimum, audible limit should be set for warning/alarm signals, sudden noise could cause muscle spasticity for some people with disabilities and could be hazardous. (See 4A.21, Auditory signals/warnings). Manual adjustment of loudness for people with physical impairments may be problematic, if not impossible. A voice controlled system should be considered as an alternative.
HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

4. Non Speech: General Characteristics

Non verbal auditory signals are an appropriate means of conveying collision warnings.

If an auditory non verbal signal is used it should be between 15 -25 dB above background noise, but it should not exceed 120 dBA.

The number of non verbal signals available should be restricted. Ideally only one non-verbal auditory signal would be available.

Non-verbal auditory signals should be carefully implemented especially if there are several (e.g. 2-3), since there are many other non-verbal sounds in the vehicle.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
2A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
4A.10 Automatic operation of systems
4A.20 Size or intensity of output
3B.8 and
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings - Auditory signals/warnings

TELSCAN Comment:
Systems should either be adjustable or adaptable to meet the needs of elderly and disabled travellers. Appropriate calibration should be made by a competent specialist to adapt the system to accommodate the level of hearing impairment by the individual driver. Alternatively, the system should store adjustments input by the driver to subsequently present signals at an appropriate level.

Manual adjustment of loudness for people with physical impairments may be problematic. A voice controlled or adaptable system is recommended. For people with hearing or cognitive impairments, the number of different warnings that can be processed without confusion should be tested and if necessary limited.
HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

5. Non Speech: Physical Characteristics

An acoustic warning should have the following physical characteristics:

- High signal repetition rate
- High intensity
- High fundamental frequency
- Large frequency oscillations within auditory patterns

**TELSCAN Guideline References:**

2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
4A.10 Automatic operation of systems
4A.20 Size or intensity of output
3B.8 and
4A.21 Ability to distinguish signals and warnings - Auditory signals/warnings

**TELSCAN Comment:**

High intensity auditory warnings may startle, especially individuals with potential susceptibility (e.g., people with spasticity). Warning signals should be distinguishable from other auditory signals and ambient noise. It is recommended intensity levels are set by a competent specialist for individual users.

Hearing impairment (due to age, exposure to industrial noise, etc.) is typically in the higher frequencies. A recommended highest frequency is 2000 Hz.
HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

6. Non Speech: Fundamental frequencies

Frequencies between 500 and 3000 Hz are recommended.

TELSCAN Guideline Reference:
4A.20 Size or intensity of output

TELSCAN Comment:
Hearing impairment (due to age, exposure to industrial noise, etc.) is typically in the higher frequencies. A recommended highest frequency is 2000 Hz.

HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

II. VISUAL DISPLAYS

1. General Principles

If a visual display is used for collision avoidance system (CAS) signals then it should be simple, such as a flashing LED.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
2A.3 Ease of use for more people
2A.8 Compatibility with other aids and systems

TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline may be accepted in general, but for people with hearing impairment who are also receiving visual information from other ATT systems, care should be taken that their visual channel is not overloaded.
HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

III. TACTILE DISPLAYS

1. General

CAS warnings may be delivered via an ‘active gas pedal’. However, it must be noted that the usefulness of tactile CAS displays is still to be demonstrated in a robust way.

Rationale:
An active gas pedal may prove to be a desirable interface device because it provides an unusual stimulation to the sole of the foot, which is particularly sensitive to vibration.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.8 Compatibility with other aids and systems
3B.1 Choice of output mode

TELSCAN Comment:
This option may be inappropriate for people with physical impairments where, for example, limb sensitivity is absent or restricted. However, it may be very appropriate for those with hearing impairments where the visual channel could be overloaded.
HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

IV. GENERAL FEATURES

1. Activation criterion

A Time to Collision criterion of 4 seconds has been a well used criterion, though more research is required in this area.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.1 Workload on residual capabilities
4A.17 Timing of information/response times

TELSCAN Comment:
This guideline needs further testing with other groups having reduced cognitive functions, due to their slower response times or reduced information processing ability. The guideline should also be tested with people having skeletal/physical impairments, as they may be under high levels of mental or physical workload.
HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

3. Levels of Warning

If the system is not used in a tutoring role then it is recommended that ONE imminent collision warning is implemented.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
3B.1 Choice of output mode

TELSCAN Comment:
For people with perceptual limitations in the primary modality in which the warning is presented, a warning in an alternative modality is recommended. That is, a back-up visual warning should be available for a person with hearing problems.

To avoid redundancy resulting in clutter for people without such limitations, specialist system set-up is recommended.

HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

5. Reaction time of the driver

The activation criterion for the CAS may need to be adjusted to accommodate changes in elderly drivers’ reaction times.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
2A.4 Flexibility/Adaptability
4A.17 Timing of information/response times

TELSCAN Comment:
Adequate documentation should be provided to enable a competent specialist to adapt the system accordingly.
HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)


There should be the capability to manually test the functioning of the CAS, even when the vehicle is mobile.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
4A.5 Ease of adjustment while driving

TELSCAN Comment:
Manual initiation of testing most probably refers to ‘user initiated’ rather than ‘by hand.’ Nevertheless, for people with certain skeletal/physical impairments testing ‘by hand’ may be inappropriate. An alternative, such as voice activated testing, is recommended.

HARDIE Guideline (Ross et al., 1996)

9. Manual control of signal features

A driver should be able to manually control the intensity of either an auditory or visual signal.

TELSCAN Guideline References:
4A.4 Ease of adjustment while stationary
4A.10 Automatic operation of systems

TELSCAN Comment:
Acceptable intensities to alert a driver in an emergency situation may differ from those chosen by the driver in a non-critical, neutral situation. As a safety related system, it should be argued that intensities have a set minimum. Any further adjustments should be performed by a competent specialist and appropriate documentation be provided to guide the process.